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ABSTRACT 

Greece labels itself a superpower of culture. As such, the preservation of the 

remains of the Classical past is a necessity. The newest comprehensive ordinance, 

Law 3028 which passed in 2002, follows the tradition of Greek cultural heritage 

legislation by defining what is considered proper interactions with the remains of the 

past. I argue that this protection involves a weird chronopolitics. It separates sites from 

the present in which they resides in a double sense - by framing them in terms of the 

past and by offsetting them for a projected futurity. This ignores community concerns, 

placing them aside for strangers yet to come. 

To this end, I use the Akropolis of Pagai as a case study, located in the modern 

town of Alepochori, Greece. I examine three primary concerns about this site: (1) The 

way in which archaeological law applies a framework that severs relations with what 

becomes of the past; (2) The site’s confusing temporality and the misconceptions 

regarding where it belongs in time; and (3) methods for how the community could 

engage with the site, visualized through examples of successful alternative modes of 

preservation in Greece. Following Nietzsche, I aspire to an Akropolis of Pagai 

unbound, one released into the service of lives that are lived. 
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CHAPTER I 

AN INTRODUCTION TO A PAST HERITAGE 

 

 Heritage is ubiquitous. Even the scope of what heritage covers is expansive - 

tangible or intangible, natural or constructed, movable or immovable, big or small, the 

term is able to encompass a vast swath of things, beliefs, and practices. The present is 

mired in the percolations of the past, in historic buildings, in traditional recipes, in 

family heirlooms, in archaeological materials. The idiosyncrasies of many elements of 

cultural heritage by their very nature place themselves in a category of endangerment. 

Whether that be destruction or forgetting, heritage experts have appropriated the 

language of the conservation movement to talk about the materials under their care.
1
 

This has necessitated the creation of canonical lists of monuments and heritage 

legislation in order to protect these spaces and practices from a current or future threat.  

Categorized and defined as things inherited from the past, heritage combines 

notions of legacy with nostalgia and aestheticization. Its concerns are represented at 

the individual (family genealogies), local (historical societies), national (canonical 

heritage registers), and international level (UNESCO World Heritage List). Especially 

during the past fifty years, the international NGOs (e.g. UNESCO, ICOMOS) have set 

the values and stances towards interaction with the past, one which has trumped local 

or the concerns of individual nations.
2
 During the United Nations Year for Cultural 

                                                 
1
 Reuben Grima, “Presenting archaeological sites to the public,” in Key Concepts in Public 

Archaeology, ed. Gabriel Moshenska (London: UCL Press, 2017), 75. 
2
 UNESCO in particular has come under fire recently for its bias towards sites in Western and Northern 

Europe at the expense of other sites in East Asia and Africa. 
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Heritage in 2002, UNESCO constructed the following list of what items they believed 

the term cultural heritage covered: 

● cultural heritage sites (including archaeological sites, ruins, historic buildings) 

● historic cities (urban landscapes and their constituent parts as well as ruined 

cities) 

● cultural landscapes (including parks, gardens and other modified landscapes 

such as pastoral lands and farms) 

● natural sacred sites (places that people revere or hold important but that have 

no 

● evidence of human modification (for example sacred mountains) 

● underwater cultural heritage (for example shipwrecks) 

● museums (including cultural museums, art galleries and house museums) 

● movable cultural heritage (objects as diverse as paintings, tractors, stone tools 

and cameras—this category covers any form of object that is movable and that 

is outside an archaeological context) 

● handicrafts 

● documentary and digital heritage (the archives and objects deposited in 

libraries, including digital archives) 

● cinematographic heritage (movies and the ideas they convey) 

● oral traditions (stories, histories and traditions that are not written but passed 

from generation to generation) 

● languages 

● festive events (festivals and carnivals and the traditions they embody) 

● rites and beliefs (rituals, traditions and religious beliefs) 

● music and song 

● the performing arts (theatre, drama, dance and music) 

● traditional medicine 

● literature 

● culinary traditions 

● traditional sports and games.
3
 

 

While containing numerous intangible elements of cultural heritage, for my purposes, 

this categorized and inventoried list is reflective of the dual aspects of archaeology and 

heritage management - namely the recording of the data which archaeological sites 

hold as well as the preserving of the material remains for the enjoyment of future 

                                                 
3
 Originally cited in Rodney Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches (New York: Routledge, 2013), 5-

6. 
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generations. This “conservation ethos”
4
 has led to a piling-up of heritage in the 

present, especially in the West where this conception of dealing with the past is most 

pervasive. This is exacerbated by the fact that the reach of what is considered heritage 

has been growing throughout the late-modern period. “To an American, the landscape 

of the 1980s seems saturated with ‘creeping heritage’...Once confined to a handful of 

museums and antique shops, the trappings of history now festoon the whole country.”
5
 

Late modernity brought with it a dual separation from this past as well as an increased 

desire to save it from oblivion.  

What it means to be ‘modern’ influences this conception of the past, as 

heritage becomes a perishable and endangered resource. We, as ‘moderns’, are always 

existing in the present, and “As Nietzsche observed long ago, the moderns suffer from 

the illness of historicism. They want to keep everything, date everything, because they 

think they have definitively broken with their past.”
6
 As we are no longer part of that 

time back then, and as objects and things have become more dispensable, replaceable, 

and interchangeable,
7
 there is a drive to preserve unique heritage objects and practices 

for future generations. Proper interactions are enshrined in the legal documents of the 

different states and prosecuted by executive powers and, on the international level, 

normative practices are promoted and enforced by international organizations such as 

                                                 
4
 Anders Högberg et al, “No future in archaeological heritage management?”, in World Archaeology 49, 

no. 5 (2017): 639.  
5
 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), xv. 

6
 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 1991) 69; Rodney Harrison, Heritage: Critical Approaches (New York: Routledge, 

2013), 69. 
7
 Olsen et al, Archaeology: The Discipline of Things. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), 

27. 
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UNESCO and ICOMOS (e.g. Article 53 of the Geneva Convention, the Venice 

Charter). However, “It is not helpful to look for a single cause for these changes; 

instead, we need to consider them as the result of a cluster of interconnected 

influences, which varied across time and space, acting at different times and with 

different intensities in various countries across the world.”
8
 Heritage is a slippery 

concept to pin down, especially since the Enlightenment brought it to the fore as a 

public concern.
9
 The rise of nation-states in the succeeding centuries following this 

period turned this concern into a tool for binding people, perhaps only previously 

connected by a shared language or religion, into a populace of corresponding values 

with a responsibility to a common past. However, while there are intellectual and 

cultural benefits towards this stance to the past, this piling up of the past in the present 

can lead to tensions between heritage framed within particular time periods.
10

 

Greece is a superpower of culture and is an especially apt example of this 

process. For Greece, the preservation of the remains of the Classical past is a 

necessity. The newest comprehensive ordinance, Law 3028 which passed in 2002, 

follows the tradition of Greek cultural heritage legislation by defining proper 

interactions with the remains of the past, as well as what should be done with them. In 

this thesis, I argue that this protection involves a weird chronopolitics.
11

 It separates 

                                                 
8
 Harrison, Heritage, 94; For a thorough investigation of the modern history of heritage and these 

“interconnected influences”, see Harrison, Heritage, 42-94. 
9
 Paschalis M. Kitromilides, Enlightenment and Revolution: The Making of Modern Greece 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013), 176. 
10

 Friedrich Nietzsche, “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life,” in Untimely Meditations, 

ed. Daniel Breazeale, trans. R.J. Hollingdale (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
11

 Christopher Witmore, “Chronopolitics and Archaeology,” in The Encyclopedia of Global 

Archaeology, ed. Claire Smith (New York: Springer: 2014). 
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sites from the present in which they reside in a double sense - by framing them solely 

in terms of their past existence and by offsetting them through a projected futurity. 

Just as framing sites as of a particular past ignores what they are, placing these spaces 

aside for strangers yet to come ignores present community concerns. To this end, I use 

the Akropolis of Pagai as a case study, located in the modern town of Alepochori, 

Greece. I examine three primary concerns about this site: (1) The way in which 

archaeological law applies a framework that severs relations with what becomes of the 

past; (2) The site’s confusing temporality and the misconceptions regarding where it 

belongs in time; and (3) methods for how the community could engage with the site, 

visualized through examples of successful alternative modes of preservation in 

Greece.  

 Chapter two begins with a history of heritage legislation in Greece and the 

factors that led up to such a system of interaction with the past. Starting with the 

Enlightenment, I show how this intellectual shift helped to spark the beginnings of a 

national consciousness among the Greeks in the Ottoman Empire. Western European 

explorers, students, vacationers, diplomats, missionaries, and travel writers who 

surveyed the region interacted and imposed their value systems on the local 

conceptions of heritage that were already present. Afterwards, moving on to the Greek 

War of Independence, I elucidate the methods that the modern Greek state used to 

create and promote a link and necessitated idea of the Classical past. This by-and-large 

trumped local, idiosyncratic ideas of heritage and relating to space and place. Finally, I 

trace the evolution of Greek archaeological thought via their comprehensive 
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archaeological legislation, their reclamation of their past, as well as national and 

international reactions to major archaeological events throughout the 19
th

 and 20
th

 

centuries. This history provides the necessary background to assess the current actions 

of the Greek State and Archaeological Service.  

 Chapter three develops an understanding of archaeological sites in the present 

on ontological grounds. What does it mean to be in archaeological site? What does it 

mean to preserve an archaeological site? What does it mean when community 

members have different ideas concerning the archaeological site, or how it should be 

interacted with? In order to answer these, I first delineate the archaeological site of the 

Akropolis of Pagai, both in its extent and the protections it receives from 

Archaeological Law 3028. These delimitations by the law have concrete consequences 

on this space and upon this community, closing it down to a single interpretation. I 

define these effects and the reactions that Greek nationals have had to them, as well as 

how using the tenets of symmetrical archaeology,
12

 approaching the site without any 

preconceived notions of what it should be, then it is unbound and able to act more 

fluidly and in variegated ways. 

 Chapter four discusses ongoing community and archaeological practices at the 

Akropolis of Pagai. I outline the practices of the Archaeological Service, and how 

these save the site for a nebulous and undefined future, as well as alternative narratives 

and concerns in comparison to the history that is currently presented at the site. I also 

present the findings of a preliminary survey of the local populace of Alepochori 

                                                 
12

 Christopher Witmore, “Symmetrical Archaeology,” in The SAS Encyclopedia of Archaeological 

Sciences (Malden, MA: Wiley Blackwell, in press).  
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regarding the ways in which they relate to the Akropolis of Pagai, looking to discern 

how they relate their identity to this site as well as what they would like to change. 

Finally, I end by looking at successful models for this more open mode of interaction, 

highlighting  different techniques which can be applied to sites such as the Akropolis 

of Pagai. 

This study evolved out of a very different project. Initially, my research was 

centered on the evolution of domestic space in Greece, conducting a diachronic 

analysis of homes from three different time periods, ranging from the Classical to 

contemporary. While doing fieldwork with the the Mazi Archaeological Project in 

2016, we used a modern villa on top of the Akropolis that had been expropriated by 

the Greek Archaeological Service as an apothiki, a storehouse for archaeological 

materials. One building in a neighborhood surrounded by the archaeological site of the 

Akropolis of Pagai, archaeologists living and working inside of it was an interesting 

dynamic, showing that this villa as a thing was a concern in different ways for 

different people - it was never simply a part of the Classical past. A symmetrical 

archaeological approach is befitting for the study of heritage, as evinced by Timothy 

Webmoor’s study of Teotihuacan using this framework.
13

 There is an impossible mesh 

of humans and objects which are tied up in the process of heritage creation, an 

enmeshment which has visceral consequences for those caught in it. Having worked 

and lived and loved in this space over the course of two months in the summer of 

2016, this project is somewhat personal for me. By allowing these matters of concern 

                                                 
13

 Timothy Webmoor, Reconfiguring the archaeological sensibility: Mediating heritage at 

Teotihuacan, Mexico (Online: Stanford Metamedia Lab, 2008). 
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to exist in their variegated multiplicity, I aspire to an Akropolis of Pagai unbound, one 

released into the service of lives that are lived around, with, and through it. 
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CHAPTER II 

STATE OF THE HERITAGE: A HISTORY OF GREEK 

NATIONALISM AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL LEGISLATION 

 

Ancient of days! august Athena! Where, 

Where are thy men of might? thy grand in soul? 

Gone -- glimmering through the dream of things that were… 

-Lord Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage 

 

 There was a shift in the study of Antiquity in the beginning of the 19
th

 century. 

Prior to this time, it was the ancient Romans who had been glorified when the 

monarchies and empires in the Middle Ages and Renaissance periods looked for 

historical justification to legitimate their rule.
14

 The aristocracy in Western Europe 

studied Latin, reading the Metamorphoses of Ovid and the Aeneid of Vergil.
15

 French 

kings collected Roman statues and a thorough knowledge of the Ciceronian corpus 

crafted the “moral education of a gentleman.”
16

 The Grand Tour, an extensive rite of 

passage conducted by wealthy Western Europeans, wound throughout Italy but rarely 

touched Greece. This neglect owes in part to the tumultuous nature surrounding the 

Balkan peninsula during this period
17

 - the Venetians controlled the archipelago and 

the Ottomans lorded over of the islands and the mainland. Their constant wars for 

supremacy gave reason to the hesitancy among Western Europeans to travel in this 

region. Dangers were compounded by poor roads, harassment by Turkish officials, 

                                                 
14

 Most glaringly, in name at least, The Holy Roman Empire which, as the saying goes, was neither 

holy, nor Roman, nor an empire. 
15

 Ian Morris, “Introduction,” in Classical Greece: Ancient Histories and Modern Archaeologies, ed. 

Ian Morris (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 16-7. 
16

 Morris, Classical Greece, 15-16. 
17

 Richard Stoneman, Land of Lost Gods: The Search for Classical Greece (London: Tauris Parke 

Paperbacks, 2010), 57-60. 
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and the presence of bandits, all which dissuaded those dilettantes who were simply 

seeking to extend their relaxing and aesthetically-pleasing tours.
18

 As well, the 

Orthodox church in Greece mitigated the Classical past and its worship of pagan gods, 

not wishing to see an influx of Catholics and Protestant travelers, missionaries not far 

behind.
19,20

 However, numerous events throughout the 17
th

, 18
th

, and 19
th

 centuries 

shifted the focus of antiquarians from Italy to Greece - namely a turn from feudalism 

towards capitalism,
21

 the idealization of the rugged, individualist poleis by the 

Romanticism movement,
22

 the rapid expansion of the colonial powers, and the 

Napoleonic Wars which closed Italy off to the British, Winckelmann’s stylistic 

analyses and the resulting shift in tastes to the Greek paradigm,
23

 and the rise of 

democracies and strengthening of parliamentary systems.
24

 This chapter will attempt 

to provide a very brief summary
25

 of the history of archaeological practice and 

legislation in Greece which has led to the current climate of both reverence  and 

estrangement with respect to the material past.  

                                                 
18

 Stoneman, Land of Lost Gods, xxiv. 
19

 Stoneman, 59. 
20

 Yannis Hamilakis, The Nation and Its Ruins: Antiquity, Archaeology, and National Imagination in 

Greece (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 67. 
21

 Jean E. Howard, The Stage and the Social Struggle (New York: Routledge, 1994), 16. 
22

 Well encapsulated in the works of Romantic poets such as Lord Byron and Percy Bysshe Shelley.  
23

 Michael Shanks, Classical Archaeology of Greece (New York: Routledge, 1996), 55-57. 
24

 Morris, 24. 
25

 As it would take a book-length project to fully do the topic justice (cf. Hamilakis 2007). 
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“No historical problem should be studied without studying,” as Bruce Trigger 

notes, “the history of historical thought about it.”
26

 There are many points from which 

a review of historical thought on the archaeology of Greece can begin, whether with 

Heinrich Schliemann at Mycenae, antiquarian interests in ancient lands and insights 

into the events of the Classical past, the beginnings of art collections during the 

Renaissance, the Periegesis of Pausanias, or perhaps even in Classical Greece itself 

with the methodological analysis in the works of Thucydides.
27

 With these topics, the 

histories usually begin. However, given my emphasis on the law and nationalism, this 

study will begin with the formative event of the modern Greek state, namely the 

causes and circumstances of the Greek War of Independence.
28

 

After the fall of the Byzantine Empire, the Ottomans took control of a vast 

portion of the Balkan peninsula. While some regions, namely a number of Ionian 

islands and the Morea, traded hands between the Venetians and the Ottomans over 

seven wars spanning nearly three centuries, it was the Ottomans who finally emerged 

victorious in the beginning of the 18
th

 century. However, weakened from numerous 

wars against the European powers, social and political instability at home, an 

antiquated military, and the rise of a national consciousness in their territories, the 

                                                 
26

 Robin G. Collingwood, An Autobiography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1939), 132; 

Originally cited by Bruce Trigger., A History of Archaeological Thought (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2006). 
27

 Alain Schnapp, The Discovery of the Past (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1997), 45-51. 
28

 This event for the Greeks holds the same sort of place in their mind as does the American 

Revolutionary War for the United States and World War II (specifically the Battle of Britain) for the 

United Kingdom - historical events that would play important parts in shaping the countries’ self-

identification. 
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atmosphere in Greece was ripe for revolution.
29

 In the later 18
th

 century, the 

Enlightenment culminated in the American and French revolutions,
30

 catalysts towards 

the formation of liberal democracies throughout Europe.
31

 While the French 

Revolution ended in the autocracy of Napoleon and eventually the restoration of the 

House of Bourbon, the reality of popular political upheaval was cemented. During the 

late 18
th

 and early 19
th

 century, the Concert of Europe was concerned with the Eastern 

Question, a diplomatic and political tension created by the weakening of their eastern 

neighbor, the Ottoman Empire. Fears of Russian expansion, a collapse of trade routes, 

and a shattering of the tenuous balance of power between the European nations 

haunted the leaders of these governments. In 1821, this fragile peace was destroyed by 

the Greek War of Independence. 

 A spark that led up to this point was the cultivation
32

 of a Greek national 

consciousness
33

 - a famous anecdote says that the Ottoman Governor Ali Pasha 

claimed he knew something was amiss when the Greeks began naming their children 

Leonidas rather than Yannis.
34

 The fall of the Byzantine Empire was a driving force 

behind the Renaissance, with their intelligentsia fleeing west,
35

 carrying with them 

many Greek and Arabic works which had since been lost in (or never reached) the rest 

                                                 
29

 Hamilakis, The Nation and its Ruins, 83-4. 
30

 Paschalis M. Kitromilides, Enlightenment and Revolution: The Making of Modern Greece 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013), 176. 
31

 Morris, 22. 
32

 Or perhaps implementation, a contention that will be touched on this work. 
33

 Kitromilides, Enlightenment and Revolution, 69; Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: 

Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (New York: Verso, 2006), 72. 
34

 Hamilakis, 77-8. 
35

 As well as into Russia. 
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of Europe. The recovery of this literature catalyzed an interest in the Classics and the 

Classical past throughout Western Europe and, namely, those countries which made 

up the Concert of Europe. So when the Greeks declared their independence, there was 

an immense outpouring of support from the social elite in these areas. In Russia, the 

Tsar claimed the right to protect all Orthodox Christians involved in the conflict.
36

 

Wishing to make gains into the Ottoman Empire, the Russian state lent their assistance 

to the Greek cause, forcing the rest of the European powers to join in as well lest they 

lose influence in the emerging nation, in addition to checking Russian expansion.
37

 

Lord Byron and his fellow Romantics painted a heroic picture of these revolutionary 

fighters, dashing demigods combating the barbarity of the megalithic Oriental Other,
38

 

the Ottoman Empire, portraying them to be the inheritors of the Persian tradition.
39

 At 

the same time, contrary to this idealization, there was a view of the local Greeks as 

                                                 
36

 Morris, 22. 
37

 The same attitude towards the Russians permeates the history of the modern United Kingdom, 

reflected in the pub and music hall song sung during the Russo-Turkish war of the 1870s, whose chorus 

goes: 

 

“We don't want to fight but by Jingo if we do 

We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've got the money too 

We've fought the Bear before, and while we're Britons true 

The Russians shall not have Constantinople.” 

 

The reference to Constantinople, rather than Byzantium or Istanbul, hearkens to the Western European 

interest in and priority of the Classical past, as well as their desire to not see it ‘sullied’ by interloping 

Easterners like Russia (or, perhaps, further sullied considering its current ownership by the Ottomans). 

Also, interestingly, this song is where the term jingoism finds its roots. 
38

 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon Books, 2003), 58-60. 
39

 In reality, the Ottomans, like their imposed ancestors the Persians, practiced religious pluralism, 

allowing for minority and non state-based religions to worship unmolested. The Ottomans even had a 

millet system which handed over authority in personal legal matters to local religious courts such as 

those operating under Jewish Halakhah, Muslim Sharia, or Christian Canon law. While inclusive, this 

system was another contributing factor to the rise of nationalism in the Greek peninsula, with many 

functions normally adopted by the state being subsumed into the capacities of these separate 

communities, lessening their dependence on the government of the Ottoman Empire. 
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unworthy heirs to their own past, as nothing more than “Byzantinized Slavs.”
40

 They 

were a nation past their prime and “although Greece may enter a travel journal as a 

topos of natural beauty or delightful native happenings, its contemporary civilization 

is defined de facto by decline in relation to itself and irrelevance in relation to other 

modern nations, so that it is bound to lose by any comparison.”
41

 The ‘civilized’ and 

prominent Western European countries were the real inheritors to the Classical 

tradition and consequently able to meddle in, politically dominate, and eventually rule 

Greece.
42

 

 

Figure 1 An 1846 painting of the Battle of Navarino by Russian Romantic artist Ivan Aivazovsky. 

                                                 
40

 Michael Herzfeld, Ours Once More: Folklore, Ideology, and the Making of Modern Greece (Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 1982), 75-80. 
41

 Artemis Leontis, “Ambivalent Greece” Journal of Modern Greek Studies 15, no. 1 (1997): 126. 
42

 Morris, 23. 
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While the future of Greece was to be decided by these countries, it would rest 

upon the backs of its Greek revolutionaries. After six years of fighting, the Treaty of 

London was signed in 1827 by England, France, and Russia which dictated that 

Greece and the Ottomans were to cease hostilities and an independent, but tributary, 

Greek state was to be established. The treaty was not palatable to the Ottomans and 

they continued hostilities, which gave the allied nations the excuse to intervene at the 

Battle of Navarino (Fig. 1), destroying much of the Ottoman and allied Egyptian 

fleet.
43

  

From 1828-1830, three successive London Protocols were agreed upon by the 

Great Powers,
44

 the first creating the Greek state envisioned in the Treaty of London 

which encompassed the peninsula south of Thessaly as well as the Cycladic Islands. 

This was against the recommendations of the Poros Conference, which included the 

ambassadors of France, Russia, and Great Britain. Ioannis Kapodistrias, the leader of 

the fledgling Greek government appointed by the Third National Assembly of Greece, 

walked away from the deal. A few months later, in the following year, the edict was 

amended. Now Greece would be established as an independent Christian kingdom 

with the Great Powers selecting a European prince to lead it. The Ottoman Empire 

would still have a diplomatic control over the country, the Greek state would have to 

pay an annual tribute, and the increased borders would still not incorporate Samos or 

Crete, one of the hotbeds of the revolution. The third emendation followed in 1830 
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and finally established a completely autonomous
45

 Greek government, with reduced 

borders, which would be ruled by a member of European royalty. The kingship was 

offered to Leopold I of Belgium who turned it down, disagreeing with the diminished 

bounds of the country. This resulted in nearly two more years of governance under 

Kapodistrias before he was assassinated at the door of the church of Saint Spyridon in 

Nafplio in October of 1831. This event plunged the country into political turmoil. 

Eventually, the Great Powers intervened again in 1832 with the Treaty of 

Constantinople, which established the final borders of the country. Otto of Bavaria 

was offered the kingship and assumed the throne at the age of 17.
46

 

Here is where I turn my study towards the influence of these actions, this 

hectic creation of a modern Greek state, on the subsequent thoughts on Greek heritage 

of Hellene and Philhellene alike. As can be observed in the preceding history, the 

sway the Western European nations held over Greece was extensive - stretching from 

impositions on their national politics to ideas concerning their history to control over 

the material memory of Ancient Greece. The most visible contention comes from the 

the greatest modern-day symbol of Greek national heritage: the Athenian Akropolis. 

Declared the new capital of the Kingdom of Greece in 1834, this distinction was given 

to Athens, at the time a small hamlet of a few thousand people, solely because of its 

Classical history (Fig. 2). Used as a fortress, armory, and mosque by the Ottomans, 

thirty-three years before this movement, the 7th Earl of Elgin Thomas Bruce, better 

known as Lord Elgin, used a combination of threats, bribery, indifference, and recent 
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political goodwill
47

 in order to obtain a firmân
48

 from Ottoman officials.  Only the 

Italian copy survives, it being translated as allowing for the excavation of the 

Akropolis, the making of copies and casts, and the removal of stones with inscriptions. 

It is unclear however if this was meant to allow for the removal of large selections of 

sculptures, artwork, and architectural and structural elements from the Athenian 

Akropolis.
49

 This incident was controversial in its own day and continues into the 

present, being a sore point in relations between the United Kingdom and Greece
5051

 

and is still very much an issue of continuing importance for the Greek people.
52

 The 

Western European fascination with this hilltop and its Classical past is exemplified in 

a story related by Yannis Hamilakis. During the dedication ceremony of the 

Akropolis, the new King of Greece’s chief architect, Leo von Klenze stated:
53

 

                                                 
47
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48
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51

 Greek efforts to secure repatriation have been denied by the British at every turn, with original 

arguments being that Greeks simply didn’t care for their heritage, an absurd statement both when 

examining 19
th

-century and modern Greek culture. Next was the Greek inability to properly care for the 

sculptures, citing the notorious Athenian air pollution and a lack of adequate facilities, refuted 

decisively by the construction of the new Akropolis Museum, finished in 2009. Current arguments hold 

that the British Museum, along with the likes of the Metropolitan Museum of New York, the Prado, and 
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52

 Anecdotally, my first time landing at the Athens airport in the summer of 2016, there was an 
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53
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Figure 2 The Entry of King Othon of Greece into Athens by Peter von Hess. 

 

Your Majesty, 

 

Apart from all the other good deeds that the new Hellas owes to you, you cared 

to give to this country and to the whole of the enlightened world, a clear proof 

of your high parental protection and [concern] for the great history, the most 

stable historical basis of this beautiful country.  

 

There was no better way and one demonstrating dignity to the civilized world 

to prove this, but for you to show your care for the existing remains of this 

great past, the monuments of Hellenic Art.  

 

Hence, your Majesty cared to order me to direct the start of the work which 

will protect them from further damage, so that the monuments of this renowned 

Acropolis can be preserved for the coming centuries, the seat of the glory of 

Athenians three thousand years ago, the highest and most perfect masterpieces 

ever to be born by the imagination of the human mind . . .    

 

Your Majesty stepped today for the first time on this glorious Acropolis, after 

so many centuries of barbarism, walking on the road of civilization and glory, 

along which passed the Themistocleses, the Aristideses, the Kimons [Cimons] 

and the Pericleses, and this is and it should be in the eyes of the people, the 

symbol of your glorious reign . . . All the remnants of barbarism will 

disappear, not only here but in the whole of Greece, and the remnants of the 
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glorious past will be surrounded with a new shine, as a solid basis for the 

present and the future.’
54

 

 

While a celebration of Greek heritage, which modern culture this ceremony was 

supposed to speak to is vague, to say the least - the speech was spoken in German 

albeit with a Greek translation distributed later. A Nafplion newspaper reported that a 

band aboard the British warship ‘Madagascar’ was playing ‘national tunes’ while not 

specifying which nation’s.
55

  

In addition to a foreign power beginning the reconstruction of the Parthenon 

and the Akropolis (Fig. 3),
56

 their first archaeological law was also drafted by a 

foreign dignitary, albeit one who was a member of the Regency of the Greek State 

active during King Otto’s minority. Georg Ludwig von Maurer was a German 

academic and legal historian who despite his short tenure, having been recalled in 

1834, was fundamental in the legislation of the fledgling state. Between him and von 

Klenze, they drafted the first comprehensive archaeological law for the country which 

helped to conflate the aspects of country and history. The Regency was desperate to 

legitimize King Otto’s rule, a young king who spoke a different tongue and 

worshipped in a different way.
57

 To fill the cultural gap, they promoted and advanced 
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the Classical past as the tie between their different cultures, adding to this environment 

of reverence for antiquities. 

 

Figure 3 View of the Parthenon from the Propylaia in 1805 by Simone Pomardi. 

 

But even before von Maurer, there were already protections set up for cultural 

objects by military men, Kapodistrias, and the Greek National Assemblies and 

provisional governments. The Greek revolutionaries, dissimilar to previous 

generations, identified with the ancient Greeks and, rather than Romioi,
58

 they labeled 

themselves as Hellenes, beginning the first steps in the transformation of the country 
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towards a more homogenized culture.
59

 The fighters were notoriously attached to their 

cultural heritage. One popular anecdote depicts General Makriyannis reprimanding 

soldiers who were debating whether or not to sell two ancient sculptures to foreign 

European travelers: “Even if they were to give you ten thousand thalers, do not agree 

to these leaving our homeland. It was these that we have fought for.”
60

  

In 1827, the National Assembly at Troezen voted to stop the sale and export of 

antiquities originating in Greece, and was solidified with an official ban in 1829 by the 

National Assembly at Argos.
61

 However, in this same agreement, Kapodistrias, under 

pressure from the French who were excavating at Olympia, eased the restrictions on 

‘lending’ antiquities to foreign entities.
62

 The Greeks at the time were still being 

supported by a number of these foreign entities, a large amount of resources coming 

from Philhellenes and the Greek councils set up at many European and American 

universities, but primarily from the governments of the Concert of Europe.
63

 Despite 

Greek claims of autonomy with respect to their material culture, these concessions 

were necessary in order to maintain relations with the Great Powers.
64
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Von Maurer’s articles concerning antiquities expanded on and codified this 

past legislation, with the Law of May 10/22 in 1834.
65

 Article 61, the beginning of the 

section concerning antiquities, states: 

Alle in Griechenland aufgefundenen Antiquitaeten sind als von den 

hellenischen Vorfahren herkommend, als gemeinsames Nationalgut aller 

Hellenen zu betrachten. 

 

Ὅλαι αἱ ἐντὸς τῆς Ἑλλαδος ἀρχαιότες, ὡς ἔργα τῶν προγόνων τοῦ 

Ἑλληνικοῦ λαοῦ, θεωροῦνται ὡς κτῆμα ἐθνικον ὅλων Ἑλλήνων ἐν γένει. 

 

All antiquities found in Greece are to be considered as having come 

from the Hellenic ancestors, as a common national property of all Hellenes.
66

 

 

We see for the first time the conception of a public, common ownership of antiquity, 

the idea of what is now known as cultural heritage, though, as Voudouri notes,
67

 the 

term was not yet in use. In order to solidify the country’s ownership of this cultural 

heritage, the next article states that the government has ownership of all antiquities 

above or below public land, as well as on the beds of rivers, streams, lakes, and 

swamps.
68

 In spite of these steps towards a national ownership, the law goes on to 

allow for the private ownership of antiquities and that those held in private collections 

or already discovered on private property are the property of the owner. Any other 

antiquities discovered later on private property, whether by accident or purposeful 

excavation, the State claims half-ownership. It also obligates everyone to report any 
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discoveries, in the course of both individual- and public-work projects, lest they be 

fined. A list of numerous authorities whom were able to receive the reports was 

included. A State Archaeological Service was established in 1833,
69

 and its functions 

were managed by this law.
70

 The law also regulates the sale, purchase, and export of 

artifacts, the need for an archaeological permit to conduct an excavation, and penalties 

for the destruction and theft of antiquities.  

 The Archaeological Society at Athens was founded in 1837 with the purpose 

of assisting the Greek government with the management of their archaeological sites 

and conducting projects in their stead. The 15 original members were a diverse group 

of scholars, former freedom fighters, politicians, and businessmen whose express goal 

was to advance Greek archaeology. Vasileios Petrakos calls the establishment of this 

organization “the most important event in Greek archaeology in the 19
th

 century...”
71

 

During this century, whenever the impoverished Greek government was unable to 

conduct archaeological projects for itself, it was the Society who stepped in with the 

funds and the expertise to carry it out, with the best interests of the field of Greek 

archaeology in purpose, rather than king or country.
72

 

After 1834, the succeeding law would not come for another 65 years, at the 

close of the 19
th

 century. In that span of time, many of the foreign archaeological 

schools, some still active today, were established. The French were first in 1846, 
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followed by the Germans in 1874, the Americans in 1881, the British in 1886, and the 

Austrians in 1898.
73

  In 1874, Greece and Germany, the latter about to conduct an 

excavation at Olympia, came to an agreement which set the precedent for all 

archaeological excavations to come. This landmark convention was the provision that 

gave Greece ownership over all finds from the excavation.
74

 While unheard of as a 

stipulation before Olympia, its appearance was indicative of archaeology’s turn from 

endeavors based around an imperialist method of collecting curios towards a field with 

more scientific goals.
75

 

 Updating the law instituted by the Regency, Law ΒΜΧΣ in 1899 was the first 

major archaeological regulation written by Greek legislators.
76

 Overturning the statute 

in the 1834 law that allowed private parties half-ownership of discoveries made on 

their land, this law ruled that all finds are now owned by that State and that the one-

half article in the former law was only meant to insure compensation from the State to 

the discoverer. Interestingly, Petrakos mentions how Dimosthenis Tsivanopoulos, a 

lawyer working for Greece’s high court, stated that this payment was necessary, 

because otherwise the finder would simply throw away the antiquity--a statement 
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which implied a belief that the lower classes did not value the material culture of the 

Ancient Greeks in the same way as social and intellectual elites.
77

  

When studying history, even that of the early-modern period, it is easy to lose 

sight of the fact that it is primarily a history of the actions of the upper classes. The 

interest in antiquities from the poorer and less-educated Greeks may not take the same 

form of reverence for all relics from the Classical past; rather, for many, it comes in 

their connection to the remains which they live with and interact with on a daily basis, 

whether in a religious, superstitious, or cultural fashion. This relationship is 

exemplified in a story which Hamilakis relates concerning a statue of Demeter
78

 

worshipped by the inhabitants of Eleusina in the early 19
th

 century. When a British 

antiquarian, contemporaneous to Lord Elgin, and in a similar fashion, obtained a 

firmân from the Ottoman authorities
79

 in order to remove the statue, he discovered that 

the villagers were quite attached to the image and their folklore surrounding it. By 

piling manure up around the statue as high as the neck, they ensured good harvests. 

But with the firmân obtained, the local priest, having been intimidated by the 

antiquarian’s escort, persuaded the villagers to be parted with the statue.
80

 While not 

venerating the marble as a part of the Classical past, the peasants did have a 

connection with the sculpture as a part of their mode of life, a link ignored by the 

British traveler in favor of his reading. The heterogeneity of language and 

diversification of culture continued to succumb to the the imperative of national 
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identity throughout the 19
th

 and 20
th

 century as the limited interpretations of material 

remains imposed by foreign and national elites continued to ignore the local 

idiosyncrasies. This institutional refutation of heterodox methods of relating to the 

past will be further discussed and critiqued in the following two chapters. 

For now, in addition to the change concerning the ownership of antiquities, 

Law ΒΜΧΣ was particularly harsh regarding antiquities theft, which was a major 

issue facing the preservation of the cultural history of the Greek State throughout the 

18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries, encouraged by the European markets for such commodities.
81

 

This is highlighted in the encyclical no. 11538 also issued in 1899 by the Greek 

Minister of Education sharing his thoughts on those who loot and export antiquities: 

“These, in truth, should not be called Greeks at all, since by harming and destroying 

antiquities, by selling and taking them abroad clandestinely, they prove only that they 

are the descendants, rather, of those barbarians who destroyed and plundered such 

eternal monuments of art here in Greece.”
82

 Note, not only the harsh condemnation for 

looters, but also his evocation of descent and alterity, lending a native voice to this 

foreign concept concerning those who don’t regard antiquities in the same manner, 

previously promoted by these foreign elites. The late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries are 

linked to the surge of nationalism throughout Europe, and Greece is no different. The 

Megali Idea, a belief that all Greek-speaking areas should be incorporated within 

national boundaries, was about to become an actionable concept with the revolts in 
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Crete and the Balkan Wars. This law reflects the State’s desire to preserve and 

promote a unified idea of Greekness. 

 The next landmark addition to the nation’s archaeological legislation was 

passed in 1932. Law 5351 “Concerning Antiquities”  collated, codified, and enmeshed 

all of the previous laws and decrees concerning antiquities stretching from ΒΜΧΣ in 

1899 up to 1932, tweaking and expanding where necessary.
83

 Its defining provision 

was the permission granted to the State to sell off “useless” antiquities. Eliciting 

significant backlash from both the State Archaeological Service and other vested 

parties,
84

 the criticism was so harsh that it was never actually implemented and was 

not included in its successor, Law 3028, passed in 2002. The 1932 law demonstrates a 

recognition of the commercial aspect of Greek heritage for the country. While never 

going so far as to actually profit from the sale of their own antiquities, the State did 

retain the ability to lend them to foreign museums and governments in order to 

promote their heritage and country. Law 3028 updates Greek antiquities legislation for 

the 21
st
 century, with an emphasis on bringing Greek practices in line with 

international ones, the inclusion of intangible heritage, homogenizing regulations for 

different time periods, extending protections to cultural objects of the modern period,
85

 

augmenting those concerning objects from more ancient periods, and making objects 

accessible to the public.
86

 I will provide a more in-depth study to this law in the next 
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chapter while undertaking a case study of an archaeological site, but it is necessary 

first to note that there is still a contention between the ancient and the modern and, 

while a step away from an archaeocentric view on cultural heritage, older things are 

granted an implicit value by this law. 

 While the shift of the Greek people from Romioi, individuals bound tighter by 

their Greek Orthodox faith than a Classical Greek past, to Hellenes is messy and 

unclear, the outcome is undeniable. Monumental are the influences that Western 

Europeans and those educated in their universities have had on Greece’s cultural 

policy.  Though the material remains scattered throughout the peninsula were matters 

of both care (and disinterest) on the part of the the Greek people, they were not framed 

by the strict appreciation of the Classical aesthetic with all its connotations; rather this 

past was part of the lived environment. Herein lies Witmore’s chronopolitics, which 

demands that one“follow things through to how they come into existence as particular 

material pasts framed in terms of date or temporality.”
87

 Pieces were labeled and 

restricted to what experts specified as their time periods.The statue of a local earth 

goddess mentioned above becomes only a statue of Demeter, dismissing its identity as 

a nebulous chthonic spirit at the center of a dung mound; the Parthenon becomes only 

a Classical Athenian temple to Athena, dismissing its identity as a mosque, a church, 

an armory. 
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These laws, the court atmosphere brought on by the Regency and King Otto’s 

rule, and increased trade with the West had a permanent impact on the way that the 

Greeks thought about their antiquities. On one level, they resulted in “the adoption of 

a Western ideal, that of Hellenism.”
88

 However, as Hamilakis goes on to note, it was 

not simply an effect brought about through contact, but a shift that granted the Greek 

people a superiority over the other European nations who saw themselves as having 

sprung from Ancient Greece, a change from the view from these countries of the 

modern Greeks as unworthy or altogether unrelated descendants. That belief forced 

the State to concentrate an inordinate amount of effort into the preservation, 

excavation, and promotion of their antiquities and monuments in order that the Great 

Powers would judge them worthy of their own heritage’s conservatorship. This 

vehement protection, after the departure of figures like Klenze and von Maurer, was 

extended to a protection of Classical monuments from Medieval buildings, both 

Venetian and Ottoman.
89

 This led to a ‘purifying’ of the landscape and a promotion of 

solely the Classical past as the ‘correct’ stage of these monuments.
90

 When numerous 

groups, including both Greek & Western European scholars and King George, 

protested the destruction of the 13
th

- to 15
th

-century Frankish tower connected to the 
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Propylaia (Fig. 4),
91

 one Greek scholar shot back, referring to it as “the droppings of 

birds of prey” and its preservation as “impious and improper.”
92

  

 
 

Figure 4 A photo of the Akropolis of Athens in 1872 by H. Beck. 

 

This “convergence of colonial and national processes”
93

 has produced a 

professional archaeological structure which is constantly reproducing the monumental 

national topos. While Voudouri comes to the conclusion that the State-sponsored 

protection of heritage in Greece is not unique,
94

 the privileged position afforded to 

ancient monuments is, especially during the 19
th

 century: “nowhere in Europe showed 
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a closer connection between politics and historical consciousness than Greece.”
95

 The 

national use and subsumption of the national topos has been recently critiqued by 

academics and State archaeologists alike, protesting the fetishization and 

commercialization of Greek heritage. The 21
st
 century however, has a brought a turn 

towards a more sustainable archaeology of Greece, but it is the implementation of the 

law, not the passage of it, which truly affects the ways the lived situation changes.
96

 

The devaluation of the classical heritage in recent times due to processes such 

as the impact of multi-cultural ideologies, the critique of Eurocentricity, the 

decline of the relevant academic fields of study (of which the Black Athena 

debates are only one expression), and the cultural and demographic changes in 

western societies, has not diminished its importance for people in Greece. If 

anything, this devaluation has strengthened the resolve to project the values of 

this heritage more persistently...
97

 

 

The stubborn substrate of the Classical past, having gathered into the present, is 

needed for this continued valuation to be accomplished. One could provide a 

melodramatic gloss of the situation as the nation creating the ruins and the ruins 

creating the national imagination - but the nation must also be recognized as a stand in 

for individual politicians, laws, archaeologists, and institutions. Whether or not the 

layman approves and buys into this conception of Greek history, this cycle is 

indefatigable and has consequences beyond the political - these monuments exist in a 
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lived space and are woven into the fabric of daily life for many citizens.
98

 The network 

of actors that supports this cycle at the national level would require a dedicated 

investigation to expound, and simply referring to it this callously is a gross 

oversimplification. However, for the purposes of this study, it is enough to note its 

existence, although this angle is a fruitful avenue for future research. 

This chapter has provided a succinct outline of the events leading up to the 

formation of the modern Greek state, the evolution of archaeological law throughout 

its history, and the strong influence that foreign nations and domestic nationalism had 

in both of these processes. The condition of Greek archaeology is not unique in issue: 

it is, however, in magnitude. The modern country defines and is defined by its relation 

to this heritage. Such an intense influence on national identity leads to conflict 

between the preservation of this heritage and the realities of daily life. The following 

two chapters will be an examination of the results of such determination - the first, a 

case study involving the politics of the archaeological site of the Akropolis of Pagai, a 

small space in the seaside town of Alepochori. The second, a case study examining a 

villa on the Akropolis of Pagai expropriated by the Ephoreia. These two spaces, 

neither particularly popular or famous, are indicative however of the pervasive nature 

of Greek heritage - a patrimony that is resistant to dissent. 
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CHAPTER III 

PAGAI UNBOUND: COMMUNITY AND CONCERN 

 

Look on its broken arch, its ruin'd wall, 

Its chambers desolate, and portals foul: 

Yes, this was once Ambition's airy hall... 

-Lord Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage 

 

Η Ακρόπολη των Παγών (The Akropolis of Pagai)
99

 is an archaeological site 

situated in the modern town of Alepochori, located at the eastern end of the Greek 

Corinthian Gulf. Ancient references to Pagai consist only of passing mentions. 

Pausanias (i.41.8, 44.4), Strabo (viii.1.3, 6.22, ix.1.8, 2.1), Pliny the Elder in his 

Natural History (iv.11), Plutarch’s Lives (Pericl.19) and Thucydides (i.103, 111, 115, 

iv.66, 74) all note its importance as a coastal harbor, especially during the 

Peloponnesian Wars.
100

 Relative to other more noteworthy akropoleis, such as 

Akrocorinth or the Akropolis of Athens, the site fails to inspire. Its material remains 

sit unexcavated, consisting of only a few visible courses and lines of conglomerate 

stone blocks. The construction is dated to the fourth-century BCE and most of the 
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superstructure has since crumbled, been buried, or robbed out.
101

 The large ashlar 

remains, weathered and pitted from long exposure to the elements, are spread over a 

series of fields along the main Megara-Alepochori road. Weeds, young trees, bushes, 

and tall grasses obscure the lower courses and any potential footpaths that may have 

existed. These conspicuous artifacts gird the eastern slopes of a low, flat-topped hill in 

the center of town - the akropolis proper - on which a modern neighborhood rests. 

This hill sits a few hundred meters south of the coast and is encircled on the west, east 

and south, by houses, weekend villas, and farms and on the north by markets, tavernas, 

and souvlaki shops (Fig. 5). 

 My aim for this chapter is simple to describe and difficult to explain. I wish to 

show that a modern Greek archaeological site is a peculiar achievement, shaped at the 

confluence of legislation, politics, heritage, archaeological objectivity, community, 

and things themselves. Using the Akropolis of Pagai as a case study, I will attempt to 

unbind the prevailing public and often academic perception of archaeological sites, as 

what Bruno Latour terms matters of fact,
102

 by situating these places as the 

concatenation of relations, worries, and obligations, which he refers to as matters of 

concern.
103

 “Loudly disputed, these real, objective, atypical, and, above all, interesting  
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Figure 5 Aerial view of the Akropolis of Pagai in Alepochori. 

 

agencies are taken not exactly as objects, but rather as gatherings.”
104

 In this context 

of archaeological sites, matters of concern are a political tool - a more diplomatic 

mode - allowing for the uncertainties of a plural world.
105

 Actors can have different 

outlooks on similar matters and these views must be recognized as being just as real as 

those of another. “Is it not obvious,” Latour asks, “that it makes no empirical sense to 

refuse to meet the agencies that make people do things? Why not take seriously what 

members are obstinately saying? Why not follow the direction indicated by their 
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finger when they designate what ‘makes them act’? A (surely fake) Chinese proverb 

says that ‘When the wise man shows the moon, the moron looks at the finger.’”
106

 

Just as the Odyssey begins with the word ἄνδρα (man) and the Iliad with μῆνιν 

(rage), I begin with the site itself, what has become of the Akropolis of Pagai. It is this 

site which this chapter treats as a matter of concern. In placing all other factors to the 

side, and thus approaching Pagai with a healthy agnosticism, we may attempt to 

examine it without frames, free from as many biases as possible with an aim to tease 

out the actors and trace the relations that form around the site, many of which we may 

not have encountered otherwise.
107

  

Although traces of stone remains can be seen sporadically surfacing through 

the long grass on the eastern slopes of the hill, the protected areas of the Akropolis of 

Pagai are limited to four separate, clearly labeled areas.
108

 The most prominent 

monumental ruins lie on the northeastern slope of this central hill, on the far side of 

the Eparchia Odos Megaron-Alepochoriou, running along its eastern extent (Fig. 6). 

Emerging from underneath the pavement, the stones are preserved as high as five 

courses, and the general structure of doorways and rooms remain visible. Sitting just 

off the road, this is the most noticeable of the ruins for those entering or leaving 
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Alepochori. Yet, any closer inspection of this area is difficult as it lies on a slope, at a 

blind turn in the road, built to bend around the different manifestations of this site. 

 

Figure 6 The northeastern remnants of the curtain wall in 2016. 

 

The second area is on the central-eastern slope of the hill, in a small lot surrounded by 

homes on the north and south, with the road on the east (Fig. 7). The material remains 

consist of a straight line of stone about 10 meters long and three courses high. It rests 

against an earthen embankment to the west, which is obscured by overgrowth, 

including a large bush used to shore up the earth behind the wall. Immediately to the 

north of this section of wall runs a small, dirt drive which bisects these standing stones 

from a sparse amount of tumbled blocks on the other side. A few squared stones lie in 
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a pile directly before the standing section, perhaps having fallen off the northern 

extent or maybe even having been removed to make room for this drive which gives 

road access to one of the houses farther up the hill. 

 

Figure 7 Section of ruin on the central-eastern side of the hill in 2017. 

 

On the southeastern edge of the hill, about twenty meters upslope on the near 

side of the road lies the area with the longest stretch of wall (Fig. 8). Behind a modern 

structure partially-built into the hill rests two straight lines of stone which seem to be 

related to the previous section, although about forty meters northward. One wall runs 

almost continuously for about 30 meters and rests, in similar fashion to the section of 

wall to the north, against an earthen embankment. Here, however, additional support 
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has been provided by the Ephoreia, with wooden scaffolding and large, rusting iron 

rods used to buttress the structure. A bush grows in the embankment behind the wall, 

supplying additional evidence to the idea that they may have been planted 

purposefully in order to help fight against erosion. A solitary, five-meter stretch built 

of irregular masonry runs parallel to this larger wall, resting between the earthen 

embankment and the building. Piles of homologous stone and wall can be seen 

continuing to the north, though most is obscured by dense brush. Any connection 

between the differing styles of wall, besides their direction, has not been studied. 

 
 

Figure 8 Wall sections on the southeastern slope of the hill in 2017. 
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The last area is the entirety of the top of the hill. Currently occupied by a small 

neighborhood of seasonal or weekend homes, an Eastern Orthodox church, rows of 

fallow fields, and several artificial beehives for honey cultivation, it lacks any clear 

monumental ruins (Fig. 9). Rather it is a space of lived engagement, a communal area 

for church attendants, a place for a shepherd to graze his sheep, or a family to go or a 

walk and watch the sunset. However, this area is still interspersed with shimmers of 

the past - a conglomerate olive press of indeterminate age sits across the street from a 

modern villa, Byzantine and Hellenistic pottery sherds are laced with the gravel to 

make up the unpaved sections of road, and - in the front yard of a former villa owned 

by the Ephoreia - lays a chunk of marble with the faint traces of an inscription.  

 
 

Figure 9 The main road on top of the Akropolis of Pagai hill. 
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In expounding upon these areas, I aim not to use the site as a window through 

which to view a far-away past - a hoplite behind the artifact - but rather to understand 

the present reality of the site itself.
109

 This aim connects to what Walter Benjamin 

refers to as jetztzeit,
110

 the here-and-now time where all things exist, both “past” and 

present. The past, as Witmore puts it, “does not exist as a separate realm of reality . . . 

it is here and now as the memory that mud-brick walls, rock-cut voids or hewn blocks 

of limestone hold and as the gathered achievements of archaeologists, historians, 

village communities, stonewalls, etc. Archaeology has always been the archaeology of 

now on ontological grounds.”
111

 Past, heritage, archaeological sites are all constructed 

at these confluences - the past is a picture
112

 pieced together from the jigsaw of that 

which is remaining (vestiges),
113

 heritage may be defined as things deemed to have 

cultural significance by those with the authority
114

 to do so, and archaeological sites 

(especially in Greece) are the physical manifestations of this heritage presented in 

specific way
115

 by people with their own objectives.
116
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These objectives are achieved by the crafting and enforcement of legislation, 

which currently in Greece is Archaeological Law 3028. After nearly 70 years and four 

other drafts it was finally ratified over its 1932 predecessor in 2002.
117

 The new law 

covers “cultural heritage of the country from ancient times up to the present day” in 

order to preserve the historical memory of the country for future generations.
118

 In its 

own words, the “protection of cultural heritage of the country consists primarily in: 

a) The location, research, recording, documentation and study of its elements; 

b) Its preservation and prevention of destruction, disfigurement or in general any 

kind of damage, direct or indirect, to it; 

c) Prevention of illegal excavations, theft and illegal export; 

d) Its conservation and, in appropriate circumstances, restoration; 

e) Facilitation of access to and communication of the public with it; 

f) Its enhancement and integration into contemporary social life, and 

g) Education, aesthetic enjoyment and public awareness of the cultural 

heritage.”
119

 

 

While necessary for the benefit and care of these cultural objects, these duties frame 

and delimit these sites so that there is little room for alternative forms of engagement 

with the material past - the State has completely subsumed the cultural heritage to the 

nation. Greece is very interested in the preservation of this “most important symbolic 

resource of the nation”
120

 as it is a fundamental part of the country’s economy and 

self-definition. Tourism and heritage are inextricably linked,
121

 with one being 

necessary to pay for the other. This is why, in 2009, the Greek government’s Ministry 
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of Culture and the Ministry of Tourism Development were merged, before being 

reestablished in 2012. Greece has declared itself a “superpower” of culture.
122

 And it 

is. By 2021, tourism is projected to make up 18.9% of the country’s GDP
123

 while 

already being at 15.8% in 2011.
124

 In that same year, jobs directly and indirectly 

related to tourism were 18.4% of the total employment of the country and, in 2012, 

Greece welcomed 15.5 million international tourists. But in all of this, who thinks 

about Pagai? 

Where does the Akropolis of Pagai fit into all this? This archaeological site 

occupies a weird space in contemporary Alepochori. Intended as a link to the past-

that-was,
125

 a cultural symbol of a glorious Classical heritage, the monumental stone 

remains sit within Alepochori, yet apart from the community, divided off, and 

protected by the law. These areas are clearly labeled - the trademark brown signs 

announcing archaeological sites stand over four plots where the most prominent ruins 

endure. Without these signifiers however, it would be difficult to say what the 

signified actually was. The worn stones lie in ordered rows, minimal gaps between 
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them, stacked on top of each other, interlinking to form a bulwark facing against the 

slope. The ruins themselves hold some amount of their existence in reserve. Therefore, 

by their very nature, these stones are constantly reaffirming, representing, and 

performing as a defensive wall around the Akropolis.
126

 However, Greek legislation 

labels it as exclusively a fourth-century construct. It is this legislation which cements 

the Akropolis of Pagai’s value as a representation of this specific history, and as an 

object in the sphere of professional activity.
127

 Law is an important tool of the 

Authorized Heritage Discourse or AHD,
128

 the entire system of heritage professionals, 

national governments, and international institutions which legitimizes narratives 

concerning heritage. Smith uses the term mainly to critique the Eurocentricity around 

the conception and creation of heritage sites, especially in international organizations 

such as UNESCO and ICOMOS. They have historically presented a specific Western 

idea of interaction with and type of past which marginalizes subaltern practices and 

voices.
129

 This chapter examines a similar interaction between that of a hegemonic, 

national power and a regional community. The archaeological site of the Akropolis of 

Pagai exists in its current cultural state through no explicit choice of the locals. 
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In order to better explain this, it is necessary to examine this vast network of 

relations: the fields in which it lies; the overgrown vegetation; the neighboring 

bakeries and houses whose trash and wax paper get caught in the long grass and the 

broad faces of the stone; the main road running next to it which leads through 

Alepochori down to the coastline; the numerous locals, shop-owners, weekend 

visitors, tourists, and thrice-daily bus riders who pass by; the local reception of the 

site; the herd of sheep and goats that a shepherd ferries over the hill every Sunday; the 

ancient attestations to the settlement; its label as an archaeological site; the 

neighborhood within which it is interlaced; the aging wood and metal braces 

supporting the largest extent courses; its inclusion in the National Inventory of 

Monuments; it being a part of the archaeological record; the materiality of the stone; 

the lack of funds for care provided to the site; and the modern Greek law concerning 

heritage and antiquities, Law 3028.  

All of these elements make up the site, but it is not reducible to any single one 

of them.
130

 For some interlocutors, these fields which hold the stones are where they 

leave their dumpster; for others, the trees which obscure the view from the road 

provide a secluded spot for romantic liaisons; for the stray dogs in town, it is a grassy 

area to run freely and get into the aforementioned dumpsters; for disinterested 

weekend visitors, an avoidable eyesore; on Sunday, a place of worship at for the large 

crowds who go to mass at the Eastern Orthodox church, Ιερός Ναός Ζωοδόχου 
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Πηγής;
131

 for the shepherd, just another pasture; for myself, an object of study and 

concern. “This obstinate belief that the past is closed and finalized and therefore 

stands apart from the conditions through which it comes to be defined in the present 

provides a rationale for its organization; this organizing of the past relies on the 

removal of subsequent impurities, that is, the destruction of other pasts.”
132

 It is 

impossible to know without also giving a voice and interest to this history through the 

material remains.  

Latour’s matters of concern
133

 help to elucidate the reality of Pagai at the 

center of these relations. Now, an archaeological site is not fully defined, but rather it 

is caught within “perpetual process of emergence.”
134

 “Following Bruno Latour 

following Alfred North Whitehead, the utter specificity of each entity ‘forbids us to 

speak of an unchanging substantial core in the thing.’”
135

 Matters of concern, rather 

than being a deconstructionist tool, is a constructivist one,
136

 explaining that things are 

gatherings; a movement, a set of objects in relation, caught in a performance, 

constantly evolving, that never settle. “Things that gather cannot be thrown at you like 

objects.”
137

 This gathering is the key of Latour’s matters of concern: this gathering of 
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facts allows for different realities on the exact same thing. “It is the thing itself that has 

been allowed to be deployed as multiple and thus allowed to be grasped through 

different viewpoints…”
138

 The benefit allowed by Actor-Network Theory is the 

plurality which opens up a more diplomatic path to the truth of the material past.  

We see, via the law, a separation and framing of the archaeological site, one 

that demarcates the difference between the ancient and modern community. This is to 

say nothing of the fact that a community existed here through Pausanias’s time and 

during that of the Expédition scientifique de Morée (although they also take measures 

to label both Alepochori and Pagai - William Martin Leake only labels Pagai). After 

the end of the Peloponnesian War and the eventual fall of the Achaean League,
139

 

these structures may have changed from their previous purpose of defense and 

controlling entry to the Akropolis. Pausanias mentions a cult to Artemis Soteira and a 

bronze dedicatory statue, as well as a story about a Persian attack during the Classical 

period, but nothing concerning the Akropolis or walls. The guard towers at this point 

may have served as storerooms, shelters for shepherds, sheep, or goats, or the stones 

could have been repurposed into other buildings.
140

 The extant walls could have 

served as barriers around fields or enclosures for animals, as I suspect of some of the 

extant sections on the southeastern extent. The Akropolis of Pagai, as these ruins and 

spaces are described, does not exist in the present implicitly but is created by a host of 
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agencies, human and otherwise which involves a deliberate ignoring and cleansing of 

other histories from these stones, in preference for the Classical past. 

And here is where I turn to examine the politics of the Akropolis of Pagai, 

focusing on its relation to the law and how this affects, limits, and defines the ways 

that the site is able to be observed. Archaeological Law 3028 labels the Akropolis of 

Pagai as: 1) a cultural object, which means it has some noted significance to Greek 

heritage; 2) an ancient monument, as the construction of the Akropolis of Pagai was 

dated before the year 1830 CE, this being the year when Greece was recognized by the 

London Protocol as an independent state from the Ottoman Empire. Because of this, 

the Akropolis of Pagai is immediately deemed worthy of protection by the Greek State 

without need for interpretation or evaluation, contrary to its post-1830 counterparts; 3) 

an (ancient) immovable monument, dating before the year 1453 CE, which was the 

year when Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire fell to the Ottoman Empire. 

Because of this, Pagai is designated property of the Greek State;
141

 4) as an 

archaeological site, it is also granted the “necessary open space so as to allow the 

preserved monuments to be considered in their historical, aesthetic, and functional 

unity.”
142

 This is where one of the primary conflicts between community and 

archaeological sites emerges. Archaeological Law 3028 severs the site of the 
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Akropolis of Pagai from any living engagement other than what is specified by 

heritage, framing and naming this space as one worthy of protection. In this, the site is 

built upon a simple matter of fact - that this space and these remains are the Akropolis 

of Pagai of ancient Greece, as mentioned by ancient authors, and only this. Via the 

law, the Greek government influences
143

 the way that the site is experienced and 

perceived, shutting it off from any differing viewpoint or further evolution, hoping to 

freeze it in time as the “marble bones of the body of the nation.”
144

  

 Another way that this partition is created is through the National Inventory of 

Monuments. This inventory is a database that was set up by Article Four of 

Archaeological Law 3028, necessitating that: 

1. The monuments shall be recorded, documented and registered in the National 

Inventory of Monuments, which shall be kept at the Ministry of Culture. 

2. The organization and functioning of the National Inventory of Monuments 

shall be determined by presidential decree, issued upon proposal by the 

Minister of Culture, which shall specify the manner of recording monuments 

and protecting data, the conditions of the exercise of the right of access to them 

for research and other purposes, as well as any other necessary detail. In the 

National Inventory of Monuments shall be registered, at the latest every three 

years, a report on the condition of each immovable monument, which shall be 

prepared by the competent Service of the Ministry of Culture.
145

 

 

The importance of the database is certainly highlighted by the powerful offices 

involved in its conception, including the office of the president. That is because this 

Article Four creates a canon of monuments, a list of the state-recognized sites that are 
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considered the truly valuable cultural spaces in Greece. However, “The database holds 

more than 10.000 entries related to over 18.000 sites and monuments designated by 

the Ministry of Culture and Tourism,”
146

 a staggering number of demarcated spaces in 

a country slightly smaller than the US state of Louisiana.
147

 The Akropolis of Pagai is 

one of these 18,000 sites, having been designated an archaeological site before this 

new 2002 law by a Ministerial Decree back in 1969.
148

 It was added to this list after its 

creation, last being updated in 2007. This brings me back to the phrase, “Who thinks 

about Pagai?” As can be seen in Paragraph Two of Article Four, a report discussing 

the state of the monuments needs to be registered in the Inventory every three years - 

at the time of writing, Pagai has not had an update in nearly a decade.
149

 Despite being 

a part of this canonical list of culturally-relevant monuments, Pagai is a space whose 

upkeep is largely ignored by the overworked State archaeological agency.
150

 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the Greek people have a particularly special and 

vested interest in their material culture. For matters of symbolic capital, national 

imagination, and classical succession, Greece provided itself a link to the antiquated 

past in order to establish the legitimacy of the modern government and nation-state. 

This was done in a variety of ways, whether through literary works, historical 
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emendation, or, most relevant here, with the material culture from the very land.
151

 

This authentication is achieved through the law, acting as the dominant implement of 

the AHD.
152

 These experts of the AHD are able, with their training and experience, to 

simply reveal the inherent value within cultural objects, which accordingly are 

normally “aesthetically pleasing material objects, sites, place, and/or landscapes.”
153

 

By focusing on the preservation of what is deemed attractive and valuable, the Greek 

government co-constructs (for it could not occur without the things themselves) a 

monumentalized national topos - a mutually-reinforcing system in which that which 

has been promoted in the past is celebrated and that which is celebrated is deemed 

important.
154

 Aesthetics and value are a subjective experience to be sure, but 

individual and cultural obligations lend themselves to a routinized relationship with 

archaeological sites. As has been shown in the previous chapter, the Western 

European ideal of Greekness played a large part in the founding of the country’s first 

government and its archaeological policies, ones which were by-and-large based 

around the preservation of the megalithic Classical past. This interest has held true for 

modern tourists as well, many who are from Western Europe,
155

 with the monumental 

sites drawing the largest numbers of visitors, thereby cementing their significance.
156
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The creation of this national topos ironically has consisted of a significant 

amount of destruction. Whether it is Ottoman, Venetian, Byzantine, or Roman 

remains, the Classical has been ‘preserved’ (or even reconstructed) over these other 

vestiges. This methodology is interestingly supported by the exclusionary tripartite 

historical divisions of Prehistoric, Classical, and Byzantine eras which previous laws, 

as well as this newest one, have produced.
157

 The Athenian Akropolis is perhaps the 

most obvious and extreme example of this preferential treatment.
158

 On that craggy 

outcrop, under the first modern Greek king and his regency, the space was cleansed 

and purified from the unimportance of the homes which stood, the ‘taint’ of Islam 

from the Ottomans, the aesthetic discontinuity of the Venetian tower connected to the 

Propylaia, thereby being reformed as perhaps the most prominent symbol of the newly 

emerging nation-state.
159

 The image of this space is potent and one simply has to look 

in a tourist shop to see it emblazoned on everything from T-shirts to notepads to shot 

glasses - a synecdochical symbol for a country and culture.
160

 

                                                                                                                                             
the former three countries relative distance could have these countries at a disadvantage in 

representation of tourism. 
156
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The Akropolis of Pagai is seen as valuable in a similar way, with the law being 

used to cement its worth. It too provides a link to a Classical past for its community 

and visitors, a material manifestation of a glorious history. The enforced preservation 

of this site, required by the law, means that all citizens and visitors regard it as 

something that is untouchable, shaping their own perception and connection with this 

past as well as their personal identity. Growing up being told that they are the 

inheritors of this past means that they are a part of this monumental heritage and, as 

the inheritors, must also preserve these sites in order that they can be passed down to 

the “nebulous future generations.”
161

 This repeating cycle of valuation and 

preservation contributes to this Greek homodoxy, which “needs to be constantly 

reproduced,” requiring “a series of ritual and practices that transform space into 

national place.”
162

  

  There was also, in the 19th century, a bottom-up construction of national 

heritage, which Hamilakis discusses in depth and detail,
163

 wherein the Greeks 

shrugged off the colonial ideas imposed by the Great Powers
164

 who believed the 

natives of the Greek peninsula to be either unworthy inheritors of the Classical past or 

entirely genealogically unrelated. Native thinkers and academics rehabilitated the 
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Byzantine Empire
165

 in order to complete a succession of great civilizations - linking 

everything from the Bronze Age Mycenaean and Minoans to Classical city-states to 

the Byzantine Empire and, finally, to the modern period.
166

 As the physical 

manifestations of this genealogy, these now ancestrally-linked archaeological sites 

formed a collective national identity, bound this historically destitute and 

disenfranchised country on the outskirts of Europe to a glorious past, increased the 

international visibility and stature of the country by tying it to this Classical imagery, 

and provides more material benefits in an influx of capital via tourism.  

But at the same time, this new archaeological law now exists for those citizens 

who do not wish for its burdens and strictures.
167

 Descendant communities are 

traditionally considered authentic by researchers only when they “adhere to some 

version of ossified traditionalism” and vilify them when they “make any overtures to 

any shared experience of contemporary culture.”
168

 We scholars need to define these 

nationalist identifications as “flexible and polyvalent rather than those which are 

exclusivist and chauvinistic.”
169

 But while local communities may hold another 

conception of their history or have had their livelihood disrupted by the enforcement 

of laws, archaeologists and other heritage professionals are the ones who get to make 

the decisions for these spaces, even though they may not be the primary stakeholders 
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in these cases.
170

 Our concern for preservation should not, by its own necessity, 

assume primacy over those who must live with the consequences of these resolutions, 

made by those with the responsibility of managing the AHD. 

 Greek archaeological sites are powerful. Take the example of a 30-year-old 

farmer from the village of Ambelouzos who lived near the archaeological site of 

Gortys, the capital of Roman Crete. While an important space for archaeologists, it is 

not one which tourists are traveling to the island to visit, instead preferring the nearby 

Minoan-era sites such as Phaistos which are advertised as the monumental beginnings 

of Western civilization.
171

 Despite the disparity in interest, this farmer is bound by the 

same restrictions from the law yet does not receive the same financial benefit from 

tourism. And even so, while there are alternative economic options for those who live 

close to archaeological sites, a local may not wish to change their method of 

interaction with the land in order to better adapt to the realities of the situation that the 

law creates. Farming this plot of land may be their way of life, one inherited from their 

ancestors, and changing that to open a cafe, taverna, or other tourist trap would be 

distasteful to these sensibilities with which they grew up. Lena Harakaki conducted 

interviews with locals on Crete in 2000, including the aforementioned farmer, who 

said, 

I do not feel any respect toward our archaeologists...All the excavations that 

have been done until now are by Italian archaeologists. Where are the Greek 

archaeologists? They come here only to punish us if we do anything illegal. It 

is now difficult for us to survive. I cannot live here any more. I cannot cultivate 

most of my fields because they are in an archaeological zone and 
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archaeologists do not allow me to plow as I wish. I will move to Irakleio in 

order to find a new and better job. I am really unhappy that I will abandon my 

village because I like it, but I cannot survive here.
172

 

 

This farmer blames the State archaeologists for his troubles, and they do commonly 

act as the enforcers for the established archaeological law. But primacy cannot be 

given to people in this situation, as this farmer does - it is not solely the State 

archaeologists who are punishing or hurting him - they are simply doing their job. 

Rather, it is a network of relations, with influences by everything from the Greek 

Archaeological Service, academia, the government, the law, the site, the local 

community, nationalism, history, legislation, and more. These legislative strictures are 

brought into relevance by the site of Gortys. The laws are agreed upon by legislators 

who nominally are responding to the concerns of the voters and the established 

nationalist conservation ethos of protection and preservation. It is not the heritage 

police, the State archaeologists, who must reform, but the conception of sites 

themselves.
173

 

 Now sites can obviously not affect this change on their own - they have agency 

but no intent. The archaeological law is a part of these sites, as shown in preceding 

paragraphs, and humans, particularly those who are given the responsibility of 

wielding the AHD, must not unthinkingly give primacy to sites over community 
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concerns and the chance for a thoughtful, living engagement. Laurajane Smith and 

Emma Waterton critique this system in the introduction to their book Heritage, 

Communities, and Archaeology, writing: 

For professional workers in the heritage sector – archaeologists, museum 

workers, architects, art historians, public historians, etc. – we have a very 

direct message. You are a community, but just one community of interest 

among many others. Once we cut through the rhetoric of custodianship and 

stewardship, and the authority accorded to expert knowledge by society in 

general and government and state bodies in particular, experts in the heritage 

sector are just another community with an interest in the past. The difference is 

that they get paid for it, and define themselves and their careers by their 

engagement with the past, but their interest in the past is no more or less 

legitimate, or worthy of respect, than anyone else’s.
174

 

 

The past is not something which is demarcated, protected, and preserved,
175

 

hermetically-sealed and shuttered away, and any attempt to do so involves different 

power relationships in the present, ostensibly here, in order to protect it from the 

passage of time. Because it cannot be - these spaces are constantly evolving and 

emerging and never stopping. It cannot be wrapped up with a pretty bow and 

displayed as a testament to some past time. It is never completed. Therefore, rather 

than severed, it should be opened, allowing the multiplicity of local community 

members and other varied stakeholders a say in the formation of archaeological sites. 

Because, when it comes down to it, all things are archaeological - everything, 

including the past, is present - from the contemporary abandoned buildings just up the 

road from Pagai to the fallow fields on the Akropolis to the Archaic rock cut tombs on 
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the hill just to the south of Alepochori. And with how these spaces are acting, they 

need a reform. 

The archaeological community cannot explain away these spaces with dates 

and therefore foreclose on the variegated multiplicity of interactions. Those with a 

daily investment in the Akropolis of Pagai, the people who must live and interact with 

it, whether for them it is a sacred piece of national heritage, an afterthought, or an 

eyesore, this plural deployment is allowed by the different realities of the viewer. 

Pagai, or any other archaeological site, should not simply be shuffled aside as another 

feather in the cap of the quest for Greek material heritage. Nor is it simply a 

malevolent space that hinders development and impedes local communities and 

businesses. Rather, it is a space that is full of opportunity and potential, that needs to 

be approached as what it is first, without agenda or purpose, in the Heideggerian 

fashion of Gelassenheit,
176

 allowing what-is to be in its strangeness and obscurity.
177

 

From here we need ask not just why do we wish to preserve this space? How do we 

know what should be remembered? Who are the sundry stakeholders concerning the 

preservation of this site? From there we can approach a more equitable understanding 

between local communities and the preservation of the material past. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A HUMAN-CENTRIC APPROACH: RECOGNIZING FUTURES 

IN HERITAGE PRESERVATION 

 

Where'er we tread 'tis haunted, holy ground, 

No earth of thine is lost in vulgar mould, 

But one vast realm of wonder spreads around... 

-Lord Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage 

 

The next step in the unbounding of the Akropolis of Pagai comes through 

recognizing that these multiple angles exist for the site and, from here, leaving open 

the possibility of differing relations. By drafting legislation that allows for the 

multiplicity of archaeological sites, local communities can utilize, or continue to 

utilize, these areas which have historically been under their provenance. Visitors to 

these areas can also experience them cloaked in their full set of relations - 

contemporary villas next to bee-boxes next to fallow fields next to collapsed and 

abandoned 19
th

-century homes next to Classical-Hellenistic defensive walls. Without 

favor and without selection, these places will act both as testaments to the entirety of 

their existence, as well as remain open to the realities of lived space. This chapter will 

focus on the the current status of archaeological practice in Alepochori, the 

ramifications that this has had on the local community, and how this unbinding of the 

Akropolis of Pagai may occur. 

As elucidated in the last chapter, the legislative framework of Law 3028 

defines the Akropolis of Pagai in four ways: 1) as a cultural object, which means it has 

some noted significance to Greek heritage; 2) as an ancient monument, because the 
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construction of the Akropolis of Pagai was dated before the year 1830 CE; 3) as an 

ancient immovable monument which dates before the year 1453 CE; 4) as an 

archaeological site. Because of this last clause,  it is granted the “necessary open space 

so as to allow the preserved monuments to be considered in their historical, aesthetic, 

and functional unity.”
178

 These delimitations are quite specific, and, I suggest, 

represent an asymmetrical approach to archaeological sites where “everything 

important is decided in advance.”
179

 The law precludes the Akropolis of Pagai from 

other modes of existence. The stones are defined by within a circumscribed set of 

relations. The Akropolis however rests in the center of the town of Alepochori, the 

designation creating a demarcated chronopolitical space severed from lived realities.  

Archaeological Law 3028 provides three different temporal framings of the 

Akropolis of Pagai. The first sense relates to how the site is considered as an object of 

the past (and, more importantly, the Classical Greek past), as discussed in the previous 

section. This gives it an inherent value to those with the authority to grant it. The site 

is a historical object, an object of a delimited past and one which must be protected, 

both to prevent the damage that people would deal to it and to halt its deterioration. In 

so doing, conservators and archaeologists are able to capture as much of its cultural 

capital as possible. Now in the second sense, the site is an ancient monument, which 

rests on the construction of the walls being dated before the year 1830 CE, the year 
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when Greece was recognized by the London Protocol as an independent state. For this 

alone, the site is deemed worthy of protection by the Greek State without need for 

interpretation or evaluation, contrary to its post-1830 counterparts. The third sense 

pertains to the site as an ancient immovable monument which dates before the year 

1453 CE, the year when Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire fell to the Ottoman 

Empire. Because of this, the Akropolis of Pagai becomes property of the Greek State. 

Greek law differentiates between the control of a thing with an intent to actually own 

it (possession stricto sensu) against exerting control over a thing without this intent of 

ownership. It is relatively rare in Archaeological Law 3028 for this type of possession 

to be exercised by the national government, at least in mention, occurring in only three 

articles. But the statute regarding pre-1453 CE immovable monuments is one of them. 

Which means, despite how rare this is in mention, every Byzantine-or-older 

immovable monument is controlled and owned by State. The Akropolis of Pagai falls 

into this category - there is inherent value in different ages in the eyes of the law, 

framed by key historical events. Archaeology is used as a handmaiden to history, 

working to record the knowledge of these specific moments but, in so doing, renders 

“those aspects that do not fit within the frame to oblivion.”
180

 In truth, archaeology 

begins in the present and only retroactively are the events recorded within things made 

historical. The past is a modern reconstitution.
181
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The Akropolis of Pagai, under Archaeological Law 3028, is regulated by the 

same statutes which govern oft-visited and internationally visible sites (e.g. the 

Athenian Agora), despite a lack of attention from any vested parties. Crimes against 

the cultural heritage of Greece, whether it be looting, vandalism, or outright 

destruction are punished with especial harshness.
182

 While public opinion and 

subjectivity in sentencing may make for differing results, nominally the same severe 

punishments would apply similarly for damage to either site. For some locals though, 

this space is not something inherently sacred, a reified and deified space to be 

preserved. There is a profound disconnect between what is indicated in Archaeological 

Law 3028 and what happens in these communities. A neighborhood sits atop the 

Akropolis of Pagai, people’s houses intermingled with ruins and other vestiges. Along 

the eastern slopes, abandoned homes can be seen which incorporated the existing 

structure of the Classical walls as fencing, or as a way to delimit private from public 

space. These ruins have been a part of the locality longer than the modern Greek State 

has existed. For at least one home or business, a small portion of beaten dirt on the 

north-eastern edge of the site is the spot for their dumpster. For others, it is the 

location of their Greek Orthodox church that allows for outdoor mass on Sunday. For 

some, it is a secluded place to be intimate, shielded from the roads and nearby homes 

by a thicket of trees and a tall portion of the circuit wall of the Akropolis. Here is 

where Latour’s matters of concern matter, allowing this gathering to be multiple things 
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- one which is not only seen as different things for different people, but also acts in 

different ways for different people.  

These relations which connects the site to humans by no means exhausts its 

being.
183

 These stones which have come to be labeled as the Akropolis of Pagai, this 

ruin has abided through time into the now, exists with its own experiences and apart 

from the culture in which it was created. There are two primary sides to archaeological 

praxis: the first focuses on uncovering and understanding the objects of the past while 

the transverse is centered on the preservation and conservation of these objects for the 

future. One illuminates and transcribes the archaeological record from the angle of 

what was and the other maintains it for what is yet to be. These two concerns are the 

drivers of most archaeological projects and together constitute what Högberg calls the 

conservation ethos
184

 - both a Modern and Western ideal championed by organizations 

such as the United Nations and ICOMOS which wishes to preserve cultural resources, 

ostensibly because of their idiosyncratic nature.
185

 This infers then that the objects of 

study of archaeology are “a finite and non-renewable resource”.
186

 True to an extent, 

the knowledge and data gleaned from archaeological projects are unique and therefore 

seen as tenuous and precious. Archaeology, being an inherently destructive act, is 

well-placed to recognize this fragility and therefore fears the loss of any material 
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heritage. However, this frangible vision is problematized by the ways in which the 

archaeological record can be considered as being refreshed, whether that be through 

the deposition of new materials, discovery of new sites, or new taxonomies of 

archaeological remains.
187

   

This conservation ethos is present in Alepochori, enacted by the Greek 

Archaeological Service. Corresponding with the head of the 3
rd

 Ephorate of 

Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, Polytime Valta, she laid out the methods and 

processes that were used to preserve the ancient materials on the Akropolis of Pagai. 

When a homeowner in the neighborhood on the top of the Akropolis begins or wishes 

to begin construction, rescue excavations are conducted by the Archaeological Service 

in order to discover what antiquities may lie beneath. If a determination is made that 

the building project will harm or destroy antiquities, permission to build is not 

granted. There has been no permission granted to any building project since the hilltop 

was recognized as an archaeological site in 1969. Because of this refusal, most 

homeowners have requested to have their plots expropriated by the Archaeological 

Service. Other expropriations have happened forcefully. This is how, she claims, that 

the hill has been kept free of buildings. As of January 2018, there is a rescue 

excavation currently underway because a private person wished to begin construction. 

Depending on the antiquities that come to light, the Ephoreia will move forward with 

the issue of expropriating the property.  
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When working with sites, the current methodology
188

 for an archaeologist is to 

look for these past times while taking for granted the present and the contemporary. 

This sometimes takes form as an overt disregard rooted in a notion that the present, as 

the space wherein we reside, is a period separate from the past, that with which 

archaeologists supposedly work. But as Latour discusses,
189

 despite our belief that we 

have made a break from past time, we are instead completely enmeshed in it. This 

concept is more fully explored through Witmore’s concept of chronopolitics, the 

temporalization of space, through which we are able to open ourselves up to the 

pluritemporality of objects and critiquing this binary set up by moderns.
190

 Doing 

otherwise is a disservice to the many pasts which are ignored under the current system 

of archaeological preservation. Any temporal separation between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is 

fallacious. We have not entered some special age which gives us a purely empirical 

view upon the past, nor is it some static entity waiting to be discovered. Rather, our 

discipline deals with τα αρχαια, “old things.”
191

 These old things always exist in the 

now, the jetztzeit of Benjamin as elucidated by Olivier.
192

 Our only access to the past 

is through these objects which bear memories to us in their materiality. Despite the 

efforts regarding the preservation of physical heritage objects, this former existence is 

something which can never be retrieved and what is being maintained at an 
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archaeological site is not some direct manifestation of a specific bygone era. The 

Akropolis of Pagai does not act merely as a window into the past, but rather as the 

present state of things, things which teach us via their materiality. 

 The acts of and ideology behind preservation do not hold this same view. 

Ruins are seen as ancient things which have an inherent existence, rather than an 

incorporeal space of limitless concerns that must be reified into a certain past-that-

was. For Grima,
193

 archaeological sites go through three phases in their creation: they 

first are divided from the day-to-day, becoming a place apart, separated from the 

community. The ruins are frozen in time as best as can be managed, placed behind the 

glass of the cabinet. Next, the site is physically demarcated, building gates, fences, and 

signs, all serving to label and control access. It becomes property of the state, for the 

“public good.”
194

 Finally people are expected, or legislatively and culturally forced, to 

change their behavior concerning these ruins. People “have now become visitors and 

consumers, who follow pre-ordained routes while diligently admiring the remains, 

with the minimum of direct physical contact.”
195

 The ruins are saved for the future, not 

as an entity to be interacted with in the present. Similar to the environmental 

movement (which is centered around conserving the earth, another resource viewed
196
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as finite and non-renewable), measures are designed and put in place to limit the 

destruction to archaeological sites in order that they are readily available for 

generations yet to come.  

Under Grima’s tripartite division the archaeological site of the Akropolis of 

Pagai has only partially been achieved, as this division of present from past is ongoing 

via the continued expropriation of the neighborhood. While there is still a lived 

engagement, the law creates boundaries as impervious as any gate. The extents are 

tenuous within which no one is able to interact with the environs, except in the 

approved manner of reverence for the Classical past. The Akropolis is mingled with 

this neighborhood, confusing its nature. But rather than being commodified and 

presented to the public, it is strewn over numerous pockets in the landscape, 

overgrown or obscured, ignored by both the locals and government officials. This 

stems from, at least in part, the Greek financial crisis which leaves state agencies with 

little funding to invest in the upkeep or promotion of out-of-the-way sites such as the 

Akropolis of Pagai. The bracing supports for the southeastern wall are heavily rusted 

and the current rescue excavation had to be paused due to a lack of personnel and 

resources. Greek archaeologists work under enormous strains, overwhelmed by the 

needs of their designated archaeological sites. These protections do need to be 

mentioned in a positive light, namely that many of these sites still exist because of 

these restrictions. Such places carry a powerful weight of history and culture and 

identity, which helps the modern Greek people to define themselves and connect 
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themselves to the land - especially important in light of 19th-century Western 

European criticisms of their genealogy. Protections or guidelines for interacting at 

these sites should help to direct energies and attentions, but should not preclude any 

other interactions. The Archaeological Service, by denying building permits outright, 

is working towards expropriating the entirety of the neighborhood on top of the 

Akropolis. 

These expropriated plots are owned by the Ministry of Culture and the 

buildings on them still stand. This includes the villa which was used by the Mazi 

Archaeological Project (henceforth MAP). Opened to archaeologists and functioning 

as an apothiki during the 2014-2016 field seasons, this villa was the prompt for my 

entire study. While no private person is allowed to live here legally, special permission 

was given to this group of archaeologists as it was the closest government-owned 

building to the mountain plain of Mazi half-an-hour away. This led to a very 

interesting palimpsest of a space, with archaeologists conducting archaeological 

research on the finds of an archaeological survey while working inside of a different 

archaeological site, surrounded by both contemporary and historical archaeological 

materials. The Akropolis is littered with pottery sherds, as on any Greek 

archaeological site, in the driveway of the villa lies a very worn chunk of marble with 

the faintest of inscriptions (Fig. 10), and a weathered olive press of indeterminate age 

sits on the side of the road (Fig. 11). One of the more thought-provoking objects is the 

villa itself. Expropriated in 2006, this building was left abandoned and was not 

officially used again until the 2014 season of MAP. A fault in the southwestern living 
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room speaks to an earthquake through which it stood, and perhaps is the reason for the 

homeowner wishing to receive approval for construction from the Archaeological 

Service.
197

 In the interim following the expropriation, the lived engagement did not 

end, with people squatting in the building. The table tennis table serves as a stele for 

epigrams they left - engraved, weathered lines and phrases in both English and Greek, 

no longer able to be read in the cork material (Fig. 12). Graffiti also coats the walls of 

one bedroom and speaks to their existence in this space, blue paint subdividing 

sections of the walls into a “TV” and “A/C” (Fig. 13). The resident archaeologists 

have turned these walls into a literal palimpsest of graffiti (Fig. 14), linking 

themselves to the squatters in a continued tradition, and speaking to their own 

experiences and mindsets while abiding in this space.  

Legislation has worked to create a no-person’s land, but it does allow for some 

limited access to those favored by the Archaeological Service. While the hilltop is 

slowly being transformed into only an archaeological site, a team of foreign 

archaeologists are allowed to live here. The site is still delimited and there are proper 

and improper interactions - we did not construct anything or have an effect on the 

hilltop, besides some landscaping of the front yard - but while community members 

are being forced off of their land, we are being invited into their home. This hill has 

been a part of this locality longer than the modern Greek state has existed but  

                                                 
197
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Figure 10 A marble block in the driveway of the villa used by MAP. 

Figure 11 An olive press along the main road of the Akropolis. 

Figure 12 The ping-pong table on the porch of the MAP villa. 

Figure 13 A spray paint appliance on the bedroom wall. 

Figure 14 A palimpsest left by the MAP team on the same bedroom walls. 
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autonomous engagement with the space is severed. These spaces are defined by the 

law in order that they become the past-that-was, an indomitable representation of this 

former culture, a link to the Indian-behind-the-artifact
198

 for which the archaeological 

process is supposedly conducted. Archaeology, acting as if it were anthropology, then 

ostensibly utilizes artifacts to illuminate the culture of these past peoples, despite 

having never been a part of it.
199

 But archaeologists do not deal in the past, they deal 

in the remains of the past in the present.
200

  

Through this perspective, the Akropolis of Pagai is more than an intermediary 

in its network wherein its relations - most importantly here the Archaeological Law 

3028, the national government and its heritage institutions and organizations, foreign 

archaeologists such as myself, as well as the surrounding community - turn it into 

some stable and silent “black box.”
201

 The label of archaeological site is not one-size-

fits-all, a simple matter of fact. The input from its relations is not the same as the 

output: rather, it exists in a decentralized process, an entire network which, when 

translated through the ruins, produce something novel and different. A symmetrical 

approach to heritage and preservation is at first negative. “To be symmetric, for us, 

simply means not to impose a priori some spurious asymmetry among human 

intentional action and a material world of causal relations. There are divisions one 

should never try to bypass, to go beyond, to try to overcome dialectically. They should 
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rather be ignored and left to their own devices, like a once formidable castle now in 

ruins.”
202

 For my purposes, as heritage is a fundamentally human concern, this 

symmetry rejects any sort of hegemonic power or interpretation that people impose on 

this space. These tenets are therefore freeing, promoting an ambiguity to concepts 

before seen as fixed, replacing ‘natural’ matters of fact with the more multiple matters 

of concern,
203

 by the variegated and distinct relations which they hold.  

This can already be seen at the Akropolis of Pagai, if one cares to look - many 

other histories and contemporary interactions exist here, beyond that of the Classical. 

The Ιερός Ναός Ζωοδόχου Πηγής, a Greek Orthodox church of indeterminate age, still 

attracts large crowds to its outdoor masses every Sunday.
204

 It occupies a central 

location on the northern half of the hill, sited at the one of the few intersections, along 

the only paved road. A house opposite the church has an old, rotting boat in its yard. A 

traditional wooden Greek caique, the kind that aren’t made much anymore in Greece 

except by the small, independent boat builders, these are a memory that is at risk. The 

European Union instituted a plan to fight overfishing by buying out small fisherman 

with a cash payment. However, when a fisherman who had been bought out was 

caught fishing, the EU amended the deal by adding the stipulation that their boat must 

be destroyed. With many Greeks taking the money, a large number of caiques were 

destroyed and, with fewer and fewer young people pursuing this craft, the knowledge 
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of building these is at risk. This boat acts as a monument to this history. Obviously an 

object which the owner wishes to preserve, it has been stored in place since at least 

2012, yet continues to decay. A testament to a past glory, a work of a different time, 

which still abides here. A stand of beeboxes and a fallow field speak to a history of 

land use, tying people to the very land. A triangulation station, also known as a 

geodetic pillar, stands on western promontory of the hill. A landmark and memory of 

the mapping of Greece, it overlooks the largest neighborhood of Alepochori. It also 

speaks to the National Cadastre and Mapping Agency’s first generation of survey, 

beginning in 1995, attempting to establish a regular cadastre for the entirety of Greece. 

This project is ongoing and, since 2016, is currently in its fourth generation of 

mapping which hopes to complete the last 60% of the country’s territory.
205

 

But none of these ancient or modern ruins are the reason for why people come 

to Alepochori. It’s a seaside town with appealing beaches and a gorgeous view over 

the Corinthian gulf. Nearby Psatha, in the 1980s, was a tiny, dirt-road village. Now, 

while still a tiny village, through touristic development its entire existence is built 

around its beach and strip of clubs/cafes which attract thousands of visitors every 

weekend. These escapes from the city life are why so many people make the trek to 

this coastal town of 200 permanent residents. ΚΤΕΛ buses from Thissio Station in 

Athens have a special line which runs at least twice-daily all week long, and more 

often than that during the summer months. Engagement with the site is minimal and, 
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in the eight weeks I have spent in Alepochori in the past two years, I have seen no 

other local or tourist examining, or even walking near, the extant Classical walls.  

This led me to the conclusion that there was very little community interest in 

the site, but it needed to be confirmed. In the summer of 2017, I conducted a 

preliminary survey of the locals and tourists in Alepochori concerning their personal, 

regional, national, and ethnic connection to the site, as well as the ways they have 

interacted with it in the past, and how they think it should be treated in the future. My 

sample size is not extensive enough to draw significant conclusions, but the majority 

of community members do feel a connection to the site and wish to see it maintained 

(especially the monumental walls). They believe that the site is important to tourism in 

the region, although actual interest in and knowledge of the site among themselves and 

those visiting is low. The most common interaction with the space is simply walking 

through it: being a underdeveloped private neighborhood on top of the hill, it is one of 

the few places where there is enough open space to go for a stroll amongst nature and 

look out over the Gulf of Corinth - the rest of Alepochori is either coastal road or 

isolated neighborhood, with a paucity of sidewalks.
206

 While a number of respondents 

declined to answer specific questions, one which they all answered was about what 

more can be done by the Archaeological Service at the Akropolis of Pagai: the largest 

critique of the current situation is the lack of landscaping in and around the site.  
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An equitable and desirable solution to this can be found in differing methods of 

preservation, ones which offer a greater fidelity to the objects which we study and a 

more open atmosphere to the lives of those impacted by them. Cities are good 

examples of this being enacted through necessity: numerous pasts persist into the 

present and the density of these in land-light cities requires alternative modes of 

preservation. In the Monastiraki and Syntagma subway stations, Ottoman Turkish 

piping is displayed in situ where it was revealed during expansions of the system. In 

other cases, space is set aside for sites which act as drivers of tourism, but also as 

vibrant, lively archaeological parks. The Agora in Athens is one such, acting as a 

source of jobs, a draw for foreign tourism, and an area which allows nature and people 

a presence amongst the ruins (for a monetary price). This also present a more 

diachronic history of the site, not ignoring the Roman or Byzantine periods, nor trying 

to recapture the Classical agora. And attempts are being made to recover even more 

pasts: Dumont attempts to recapture the history of the Vrysaki district, the 

neighborhood removed in the 1930s in order to make way for the Excavations in the 

Athenian Agora.
207

 Grima notes, “The challenge for the future is to explore how this 

model may be applied even beyond the confines of the city, in places where the 

integration of archaeology with the contemporary is not imposed by necessity, but 

becomes an end in itself.”
208

 The Bisti in Ermioni acts as an archetypal model of just 

that (Fig. 15). This forested peninsula and open-air archaeological site once acted 
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similar to an akropolis and sacred space for the city but nowadays snorkeling, 

sunbathing, walking and jogging paths, and camping are the advertised activities 

here.
209

 The Bisti houses the foundations of a temple (perhaps to Poseidon), as well as 

a large white-painted windmill, medieval defensive walls, and a church dedicated to 

Aghios Nikolaos. Further building foundations can be found underwater along the 

southern coastline. All of this is surrounded by the remnants of a polygonal circuit 

wall, most visible by boat.
210

 For this site (as well for the Athenian Agora), the roots 

of trees and the constant tread of visitors takes just as much of a toll on the remains as 

excavation or looting. Jameson et al. refer to observations from 19
th

-century explorers, 

as well as their own from as early as the 1950s, which have no trace in the present day. 

The exchange for this disappearance is that the primary audience of the site, those who 

live closest to it, are able to maintain an active and productive engagement with this 

space - one which is in service to their everyday lives. 
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Figure 15 A map of Ermioni, Greece. 

 

A similar unfettering could and should take place in Alepochori. Enacting a 

dynamic strategy of interpretation, one which does not close off the site but rather 

opens it up to the manifold local audiences, and provides a space suited to local needs, 

could revitalize these stones from their current dessicated state. But even looking at 

this integration seen at Ermioni, there is still a judgement that these spaces are for the 

public good and should not be in private hands. A living engagement is allowed, not 

for the individual citizen, but as a community space. While under our current 

conception of heritage and the conservation ethos, the history belongs to all, including 
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the future - but this requires a disenfranchisement of those who have historically lived 

upon the land. This requires then an reexamination of what the goals of the 

preservation of ruins are - namely for the aesthetic enjoyment of future generations. 

But who are these future generations? And how do we know what their priorities will 

be in terms of history? Högberg et al. address this issue of the future of preservation, 

highlighting with interviews of heritage professionals and statements by State agencies 

that the outcomes of its practices are ill-defined and little thought has been given to 

this future consciousness.
211

 At the same time, the power of heritage is acknowledged 

with its ability to “advance specific future aspirations” and “instigate specific, 

desirable transformations of the future for the present.”
212

 One way to do this is to 

develop the relationship between past, present, and future in heritage work in order to 

understand this collective future, rather than simply collecting the past. 

The stakes of this study are small with respect to the outcomes at Pagai. No 

exclusive knowledge seems to have been lost (yet), no great other history expunged. 

But think about the many such sites that have characteristics similar to here, not just in 

Greece, or the Mediterranean, but everywhere: in the USA, Western Europe, Africa, 

Australia, the Middle East, East Asia, South America - this same story plays out 

constantly. A change needs to occur in the conception of what an archaeological site 

could and should be if we are to continue striving towards a sustainable relationship 
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with heritage. Witmore discusses belles noiseuses,
213

 a theme in the work of Michel 

Serres, in the context of archaeology. For both, this is expressed as “a sensibility, an 

orientation upon things,” which does not predefine ruins as remnants of a material 

past, but begins with the commotion that are inherent to things. These troublemakers 

represent all of the different modes and potential interpretations of the site, which 

cannot be narrowed down to a single aspect. We as archaeologists and heritage experts 

need to allow for this clash and clamour, to make room for the idiosyncrasies of these 

spaces and communities. “While something from the past may be given an explicit, 

standardized description, we should also recognize that this by no means exhausts its 

many qualities, the inherent ambiguity and incoherence of things: again, there is 

always more to be said and done with the remains of the past.”
214

 Once you change 

widen your perspective, stop dividing yourself arbitrarily from this past and welcome 

it, turn your head away from the preconceived definition of the Akropolis of Pagai as 

an archaeological site, you see simply an open field with a few lines of stone, ruins as 

they exist in the present. This land has opportunity, a plethora of options available to 

it, whether related or not to the memories contained in its vestiges. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE END OF A SIMPLE PAST: TOWARDS A HERITAGE 

PRESENT IMPERFECT 

 

“We all experience that wonder when we encounter a thing unrecognized and 

unseen before. At that moment of prehistoric wonder we see the thing itself, and we 

become affected by its concrete presence.”
215

 Archaeologists know this feeling of 

seeing an object or site for the first time in its all of its obscurity and tactile viscerality. 

At this moment, all possibilities are yet available, the object existing in a present 

imperfect - always becoming. This orientation upon things is simultaneously freeing 

and terrifying for those of us enmeshed in the conservation ethos.
216

 There is a fear of 

loss if objects from these past times disappear, if this incessant becoming erases the 

material traces of ancestors long dead. This is a necessary concession to an attitude of 

Gelassenheit:
217

 “To live a life of letting-be – an ethical life – is to live in the 

continued shadow of doubt, without any hope for certainty.”
218

 By a trading-off of the 

distinct categorization and identification of archaeological sites, they are unbound into 

a democratic inclination, a plural richness of views. 

Throughout this paper, I have endeavored to show that this is a stance that is of 

the utmost importance for Greek archaeology and heritage management. I began by 
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providing a history of the modern Greek state, showing the influences that the 

Enlightenment and Western European powers had on the emerging nation’s self-

definition. This led to an intense relationship between Greek nationalism and its 

heritage, to where, if a citizen did not treat it with the reverence it was due, they were 

no true Greek. This rationale was represented throughout the history of the country’s 

archaeological legislation, culminating in Archaeological Law 3028 in 2002. This 

preservation sine qua non has resulted in a piling-up of the past in the present.
219

 “The 

more it is appreciated for its own sake, the less real or relevant [heritage] becomes. No 

longer revered or feared, the past is swallowed up by the ever-expanding present; we 

enlarge our sense of the contemporary at the expense of realizing its connection to the 

past.”
220

 Greek archaeology is not unique in this sense, but the potency of this 

preservation and orientation on the past comes to define the country in all aspects. 

This leads to conflict between these spaces and those trying simply to live. 

Archaeological Law 3028 delimits archaeological sites and forecloses on 

possible or previous interactions with the past. Other vested parties, whether they be 

locals, tourists, or members of the neighborhood on top of the Akropolis, live and 

interact with this site throughout their daily lives. Rather than a one-sided matter of 

fact, this space acts as a matter of concern, with a variegated multiplicity of 

interactions. The site can be a walking park, a piece of national heritage, a parking 

spot, a sacred space, home - none of these definitions foreclose on another. The 
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Akropolis of Pagai cannot be so simply closed off from a present engagement, even if 

the Archaeological Service would like to expropriate the entirety of the hill. The 

attitude of Gelassenheit is useful here, one of passivity, of accepting by letting the 

space exist as is.
221

 It is land that is full of opportunity and potential. The impossible 

number of possibilities should instill wonder within an archaeologist - no matter the 

definition, it is never able to exhaust the site.
222

  

Now, if we recognize that “Akropolis  of Pagai” is a moniker and not a 

singular definition, then the preservation of the space as such, at the expense of others, 

is arbitrary. While this conception of the site has particular uses, namely in limiting 

the destruction to the ancient remains and providing a link to this past, it is no longer a 

virtuous pursuit in itself. The idea of what an archaeological site should be must be 

changed, a dialogue between community and nation must happen in order that unequal 

power relations do not exclude and destroy other histories and relations. Cities and 

towns such as Ermioni provide a good model for this inclusivity. These are 

communities that have opened archaeological sites to a continued public engagement 

(sometimes even to the detriment of conservation efforts) and that have never truly 

separated from the past - these vestiges built into the bones and buildings of the 

present. “Heritage is not a passive process, but an active assembling of a series of 

objects, places and practices that we choose to hold up as a mirror to the present, 

associated with a particular set of values that we wish to take with us into the 
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future.”
223

 Further study in Alepochori concerning the Akropolis of Pagai needs to be 

conducted in order to discover what values community members wish to take into the 

future, as well as what past relations may have been lost. Researching the history of 

the Alepochori, collecting the memories of older generations regarding their 

engagement with the site would help to highlight the alternative practices which may 

not have been valued as highly as the Classical past. In particular, studying the pre- 

and post-revolutionary history of the site and observing the differences in interaction 

with this space would help to elucidate shifts that have occurred since Greek-speaking 

peoples created a nation with a shared past. In addition to this, examining these 

collected histories for a shift in relations from before and after this space was declared 

an archaeological site would help to tease out the expected and unexpected effects that 

these laws have on archaeological space. 

This also requires a new, comprehensive survey of the community, one which 

takes into account the lessons of the first, and one which especially accommodates the 

viewpoints of the community members who live among the ruins. This new 

questionnaire will focus less on the ways in which locals relate to the site, but instead 

on futures. What do they want to see happen to it? What will be most beneficial for 

their community and nation? Incorporating the Ephoreia and its services in the 

conversation, how will this vision stand to be accomplished and what compromises 

must be made? There are of course barriers to this reformation - cost being the primary 

dissuasion. Currently the Archaeological Service is unable to afford to pay for the 
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cleaning of brush and overgrowth around the most prominent features of ruination, 

and there are no plans to undertake this barring an increase in funding.
224

 A feature 

that some respondents of the preliminary survey requested - informational signs near 

features of the site - would require more funding and upkeep, as well as the knowledge 

gained through the studies and interviews expounded upon above.  

Beyond the local, there are international organizations which need to be 

reformed as well. UNESCO being the archetypal example of this, while in recent years 

has been including novel and and inclusive types of heritage under pressure from 

different communities, still favors and advances a universalizing, Euro-American 

stance on preservation.
225

 The goal of these organizations should not be the 

preservation of heritage for preservation’s sake, nor promotion for the sake of fama. 

Rather, their aims should turn towards the creation of a socially-just and sustainable 

relationship between communities and archaeological sites. These places should be put 

in service to lives that are lived - whether that is connecting people to a communal 

past, highlighting the needs of disenfranchised groups, or unbinding a space so that it 

is able to stand in the among its innumerable relations. Lynn Meskell, while discussing 

the ethics of archaeologists and the World Archaeological Congress (WAC) 

intervening in previously-colonial societies such as South Africa, Australia, and Peru, 

has this to say: 

Positive interventions should not be led by external pressures, but should 

emanate from dialogue with communities. What archaeologists consider 
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helpful may in fact be the opposite for those who have most to win or lose in 

the heritage arena. I have witnessed a parallel situation with conservation 

agencies in South Africa, and these top-down projects are doomed to failure. 

We need to ask people what they want in regard to their heritage and be 

prepared to listen, even if archaeology is not immediately important for them 

or if they suggest directions for heritage that we find challenging. I do not 

believe that WAC should be in the business of telling people what they should 

or shouldn’t do with their past, how to manage it, and ultimately not to actually 

use it, but instead to save it in perpetuity. This may not be a view shared by 

everyone on the committee.
226

  

 

This dialogue is the primary solution that I wish to take away from this. The Greek 

people are not a group with homogeneous interests when it comes to heritage. During 

the months I have spent in Greece, I have met people who cherished every pottery 

sherd, academics who were disdainful of the layman’s interest in heritage, 

Alepochorians who appreciated their heritage but were dismayed at its state, cab 

drivers who wished for the sale of all the nation’s antiquities in order to alleviate the 

financial crisis, people whose livelihood revolved around these spaces, and others for 

whom it was not a factor in their daily lives. With such a broad array of values and 

perceptions upon the same thing, it is necessary to have conversations with other 

vested parties. There must be a recognizance that the goals of us archaeologists who 

are enmeshed in the conservation ethos are not universal, and the concerns of others 

must also be acknowledged and respected. Past heritage decisions are also not free 

from this reexamination - this will lead to difficult conversations as it is necessitated 

now to define the futures for which these spaces are preserved. “It is only through an 

active engagement with the pasts we produce in the present that we can generate the 

individual and collective memories that will bind us together in future. Understanding 
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heritage and its production dialogically, in the connectivity of people and things, will 

allow not only heritage researchers and practitioners, but also informed laypersons, to 

exercise greater agency in the quotidian decisions that governments, NGOs, 

communities and other individuals make in actively forming our pasts in the 

present.”
227
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